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Abstract 

In February 2011 a survey was conducted to clarify the geographic boundaries involving several speech 
varieties of the Mandé language family spoken in southern Mali and northeastern Guinea, with relevance 
to the northwestern corner of Côte d’Ivoire. The implicated speech varieties are Bambara [bam] (i.e. 
wassulunkakan dialect), Eastern Maninkakan [emk], Wojenakan [jod] (i.e. folonkakan dialect), and Jula 
[dyu]. The tools used were a participatory mapping exercise, a group questionnaire, individual 
questionnaires, and a sentence repetition test. The results indicate that the boundaries of Eastern 
Maninkakan form a polygon roughly following lines drawn from Bamako (in Mali), to Dabola (in 
Guinea), to Faranah (in Guinea), to Kérouané (in Guinea), to the point where Guinea, Ivory Coast, and 
Mali come together, and back to Bamako. In addition to literature already being developed in the 
maninka-mori dialect of Guinea, it is recommended that another literacy program be developed in Mali 
for the Maninka people living south of Bamako, resulting in two programs for Eastern Maninkakan. 

Abbreviations 

EGIDS Expanded Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale 
FLASH Faculté des Langues Arts et Sciences Humaines de l’Université du Mali  
GIS  Geographic Information System 
ISH  Institut des Sciences Humaines à Bamako 
ISO  International Organization for Standardization 
MELCI-MA Mission Evangélique Luthérienne en Côte d’Ivoire et au Mali 
PBT  Pioneer Bible Translators 
RCI  République de la Côte d’Ivoire 
RTT Recorded Text Testing 
SD  Standard Deviation 
SIL  Société Internationale de Linguistique 
SRT  Sentence Repetition Test 

Conventions 

Language names begin with a capital letter. 
Dialect names begin with a lower case letter.  
An ISO 639-3 language code is placed in brackets [xxx]. 
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1 Introduction  

1.1 Language boundaries 

The results of this language survey indicate that Eastern Maninkakan [emk] is spoken within an area that 
forms a polygon roughly following lines drawn from Bamako (in Mali), to Dabola (in Guinea), to 
Faranah (in Guinea), to Kérouané (in Guinea), to the point where Guinea, Ivory Coast, and Mali come 
together, and back to Bamako (see Map 1, adapted from Google Maps). 

Map 1. Eastern Maninkakan language area 

 

1.2 Survey team 

Members of the survey team were Lee Hochstetler, Mons Gunnar Selstø, Dwayne Rainwater, and 
Mohamed Kaba (from Kankan). Tim Norton assisted with the dialect mapping exercise on February 9 
and 10, 2011. The team was accompanied by Daouda Diabaté, a griot, and Namori Konaté, a former 
mayor, both from Naréna on February 11–13 and 18, and by Mamadou Coulibaly (from Yélékébougou) 
on our visit to Lassa. Mohamed needed to return to Kankan the morning of the 19th, and thus was not 
able to participate in the work at Naréna and Lassa.  
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1.3 Villages visited 

Fieldwork was carried out February 9–19, 2011 in the following villages (see Map 2, adapted from 
Google Maps).  

Feb 09 Dankakoro (2 km from Siguiri)…. N 11°26’09.50” W 9°07’13.07” 
Feb 10 Sɛkɛ Nafadji………………………… N 11°44’17.57” W 9°08’09.18” 
Feb 11 Balankomana……………………….. N 12°08’10.08” W 8°43’41.52” 
Feb 11 Manbila……………………………... N 12°17’19.36” W 8°54’35.39” 
Feb 12 Kéla (near Kangaba)………………. N 11°52’59.01” W 8°26’55.11”  
Feb 13 Kiniyɛlɛn (3 km north of Kangaba)…… N 11°57’59.35” W 8°23’56.36” 
Feb 13 Kéniéba (commune of Benkadi Habaladougou) N 12°02’ 39.03” W 8°38’10.71” 
Feb 15 Bounounko (12 km north of Yanfolila) N 11°11’22.15” W 8°01’52.11”  
Feb 16 Lontola……………………………… N 11°04’11.54” W 8°03’00.60” 
Feb 17 Gbalafara…………………………… N 11°18’03.42” W 8°09’49.92” 
Feb 18 Kéniéba Couta……………………... N 12°28’59.73” W 8°55’04.32” 
Feb 19 Naréna……………………………… N 12°13’58.30” W 8°37’45.73” 
Feb 19 Lassa (village neighborhood of Bamako) N 12°39’41.16” W 8°02’21.24” 

Map 2. Villages visited 

 

1.4 Reasons for the survey 

Several members of MELCI-MA who work among the Maninka living between Bamako and the Guinean 
border sensed that these people distinguish themselves from the Bambara people and language. In fact, a 
certain Malian pastor felt so strongly that his way of speaking needed to be distinguished from Bambara 
(or Bamanankan) [bam] that he asked for help to begin translating the Bible into his variety of 
Maninkakan. MELCI-MA was unsure how to investigate this feeling and how to assess its significance, 
and thus asked SIL for assistance. The geographic extent of the language was also unknown. 
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1.5 Purpose of the survey 

From the outset it was clear that this survey would investigate the extensibility of existing and 
developing literatures for the area described. Available wordlists and published literature indicated high 
lexical similarity, so attitudes and comprehension would be key factors in ascribing language boundaries 
and assessing literature needs. It was suspected that speakers of each language might hold conflicting 
attitudes about the geographical extent of their respective language. If so, what language label(s) should 
be used there? Would their perceived levels of comprehension match their claims of geographical extent? 
When we decided to go as far south as Siguiri in Guinea, I invited the author of the PBT SRT report to 
join our team, and he was eager to do so. 

1.6 Ethnolinguistic background information 

Outsiders with limited knowledge of the language spoken between Siguiri and Bamako refer to both the 
language and people as either Maninka (Malinké ) or Bambara. In fact, SIL considered the speech of this 
area in Mali to be so similar to Bambara that the map of Malian languages in the Ethnologue (Lewis 
2009) displayed it as such. In Guinea it was classified as Eastern Maninkakan since Bambara is not 
recognized in that country. For more general information on Malinké, please refer to Tillinghast and 
Liebrecht’s report on their 1996 fieldwork (1999). 

Regardless of the name of the language, missions working throughout the area reported that it is 
being spoken by all generations, and that children are learning it as their first language. Thus it could be 
ascribed 6a on the EGIDS, which is a scale for ranking language vitality (Lewis 2010:13, 28).  

It is widely known that the numerous speech varieties of a macro language known as Mandingo 
[man] are the result of the conquests and the trade and cultural exchanges associated with the Mali 
Empire circa 1230 to 1600 AD. As early as the beginning of the eleventh century, Mandinka kings ruled 
from Kangaba (Kaaba) in the name of the Ghana empire, but it is Soundiata Keita (born in Niané village 
in Guinea, near the border with Mali) who is recognized as the founder of the Mali empire (Wikipedia). 

“Historically speaking, it was the Malinké who founded the ancient Malian empire in the 11th century. 
Their language was the predecessor of modern Malinké, Bambara and Jula. From this nucleus, the language 
spread outwards by means of a series of conquests and other diverse influences such as trade and cultural 
contacts. The current fractionalized linguistic state of the Manding languages in general and the Malinké 
dialects in specific is a result of the migrations, cultural conflicts and upheavals connected with the birth 
and then fall of the Malian empire.” 
 (Houis 1981, as summarized in Tillinghast and Liebrecht 1999:4)  

Mansa Musa (1312–1337 AD) is largely credited for the spread of Islam throughout the Manding 
heartland after returning from his famous pilgrimage to Mecca with a large number of Muslim scholars 
and architects (IslamReligion). Many Maninka people refused to join this new religion, some moving 
further north to continue living according to their traditions. By the mid-1600s these people were being 
called “Bamana,” and lived in small districts under the control of the Soninké aristocracy. In 1712 
Mamary (also known as Biton) Coulibaly challenged the Soninké and became the first king of the 
Bamana (or Bambara or Ségou) empire. Eventually this kingdom stretched from Timbuktu in the north to 
Guinea and Côte d’Ivoire in the south, until it was finally toppled in 1861 by Umar Tall’s army. Actually, 
only Ségou and its surrounding villages were affected. Elsewhere, the Bambara remained unconquered 
until 1890 when French troops led by Colonel Louis Archinard took control of the region (Velton 
2009:141–142). 

Bambara has established itself as a language of wider communication throughout the southern half 
of Mali. In many village schools, some instruction is given in Bambara during the first few years of 
primary school until the students have learned enough French, the primary language of instruction to be 
able to understand their teachers. 
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2 Approach to the survey 

2.1 Previous work 

Although a number of sociolinguistic surveys have been conducted in Maninka-speaking areas, this 
report only mentions those pertaining to the geographical area in focus as stated in section 1.1. In the 
1970s Bimson and Long separately published dissertations showing greater than 90 percent lexical 
similarity (cognicity) between Bambara and Maninka (Vydrine 2004). In 1983, Terrence Sullivan 
summarized research on Manding languages that he found while residing in Abidjan (2004). 
In 1996 Tillinghast and Liebrecht compared varieties of Maninkakan spoken in Guinea, Senegal, and 
Mali (Tillinghast and Liebrecht 1999). Unfortunately their survey did not specifically include the variety 
spoken between Bamako and the Mali-Guinea border, because at that time SIL thought that the 
population there spoke a dialect of Bambara. There was, however, some uncertainty as to how the 
speech of the Wassulu area should be classified, so Tillinghast did a rapid appraisal of wassulunkakan in 
1996 and wrote a separate unpublished report (Tillinghast 1996). As a result, SIL classified the speech of 
Wassulu as a dialect of Bambara in Mali and RCI, and as Eastern Maninkakan in Guinea. Tillinghast and 
Liebrecht pointed out several significant grammatical differences between Bambara and Maninka and we 
will present an adapted version of their chart later in this report. 

PBT did sentence repetition testing (SRT) in 1998 to assess proficiency in Maninka of Kankan among 
residents in scattered locations throughout the Maninka area of Guinea. Results pertinent to our study 
are those reported for the prefectures of Siguiri and Mandiana, with wassulunkakan being spoken in 
Mandiana. The SRT was prepared and calibrated as described in Radloff’s book on sentence repetition 
testing (1991). The results in Siguiri and Mandiana, the Wassulu area in Guinea, were levels of 3+, so 
the report stated that the residents will probably be able to use Kankan literature, but there may be some 
difficulties (Pioneer 2003). 

A team led by Douglas Boone did language surveying around Odienné in the RCI in 1999. At 
Minignan village they were told that the local dialect is “folokakan” and that “the people understand 
Maninka more than Odiennékakan.” (translated from Augustin et al. 2007:16) Team members did 
recorded text testing (RTT) in Diandéguéla village where the same dialect was spoken. However, several 
serious methodological errors mar the validity of the results. The questions were asked in the dialect of 
odiennékakan rather than folonkakan. Too many different people administered the tests, they failed to 
pre-test the participants for competency, and the Maninka of Kankan and Dioula tests were not 
“hometown tested.” After the team members left the area, they began wondering if “folonkakan” might 
be the local name for wassulukakan. This uncertainty is reflected in the Ethnologue in the entry for Forest 
Maninka [myq] where “wassulunka” is listed as a dialect with a disclaimer that “This may be the same 
language as Eastern Maninkakan [emk], Wojenaka [jod], or different from both.” 

In 2006 Svanhild Fidjeland (MELCI-MA), Oumar Cissé (FLASH), and Lassana Traoré (ISH) conducted 
a survey in seven villages: Naréna and nearby Kignèma (Kenièma), Kangaba and nearby Salamalé and 
Baranzan, and Samako and Koursalé, a little east of Siby. Their instruments consisted of an 18-question 
questionnaire administered at each location, and a 304-item wordlist collected at Kangaba, compared to 
one of Bamanankan (Bambara) from Bamako. Although none of the surveyors was trained in language 
survey methods, I drew several conclusions from their results (Fidjeland, personal communication, 
2007). 

1. The people surveyed esteem the language they speak. 
2. Their language is not dying. 
3. The way they speak distinguishes them culturally, regardless of comprehension. 
4. Their attitudes, rather than comprehension, influence their identities more significantly. 

A wealth of information on Mande languages can be gleaned from the Internet, perhaps the most 
notable website being “Mandelang.” It should be noted that a dialect spoken around Kankan, known as 
maninka-mori, has become the “standard dialect” of Maninkakan in Guinea (Mandelang). 
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2.2 Key questions for this survey 

• Could the speech community be served by existing or developing literature in a related variety (e.g. 
Eastern Maninkakan (Kankan) [emk], Kita [mwk], Bambara [bam], or Jula [dyu])?  

• How many speech varieties do the local speakers distinguish? Where are they spoken and by how 
many people?  

• What are the speakers’ attitudes towards their own speech variety and other related varieties? 

3 Methodology 

3.1 Selection of survey sites 

From the outset it was clear that our focus would be on the Maninka area between Bamako and Siguiri, 
because we knew already that literature being produced in Kankan can serve at least as far north as 
Siguiri. We were unsure of how far west into the “Monts Mandingues” (mountains west of Siby) one 
would need to go to find a dialect identified with Kita, nor how far the language would extend east of 
the Niger River. Our intention was to visit villages where “pure” Maninkakan is spoken, spread far 
enough apart so we could piece together a fairly accurate language map based on villagers’ personal 
experiences from their past travels. We also wanted to include major cultural centers e.g. Kangaba. Mr. 
Selstø, fully aware that Kangaba has a mixed population, knew that Kéla was a nearby Maninka village 
of griots, so we chose to go there, expecting to learn much about their language.  

A Lutheran missionary living in Siguiri suggested that we include the villages of Dankakoro and Sɛkɛ 
Nafadji, and he facilitated those visits. A Seventh Day Adventist missionary in Kangaba informed the 
village of Kéla of our imminent visit.  

After our visit to Kéla, we realized we needed to visit the Wassulu area, and were able to do so. A 
phone call to Bamako put us in touch with a pastor who referred us to one at Bounounko. A pastor in 
Yanfolila recommended that we visit Lontola and Gbalafara, and scheduled those visits for us.  

We planned to include at least two Bambara-speaking villages in our survey because we suspected 
there could be significant differences between how speakers of the dominant language, Bamanankan, 
and those of Maninkakan perceive the boundary between their languages. 

Without exception, prior to working in each village, the team visited a government office (i.e. 
commune or prefecture) officially responsible for that village to explain our intent, ask for pertinent 
advice, and get our “Ordre de Mission” signed and stamped. 

3.2 Tools 

To find answers to the questions of our survey, we used the following instruments: wordlists, 
participatory dialect mapping, a sentence repetition test, questionnaires, and observations.  

3.2.1 Wordlists  

Since Ms. Fidjeland had already collected a wordlist from Kangaba which proved to be highly similar to 
SIL’s list of Bambara from Bamako, it was deemed unnecessary to collect more wordlists. 

3.2.2 Participatory dialect mapping 

Participatory approaches are being used to facilitate dialogues with language communities to enable 
them to describe their own language situation (See Participatory Methods Wiki or SurveyWiki on the 
Internet for more information). Ethnic identity, speech identity, and the geographic extent of the 
language were investigated with a “participatory dialect mapping” tool. The full procedure is presented 
in Appendix A. We translated this document into French before fieldwork began. After greeting the 
village leaders, we explained our objective to them, and requested that they assemble a group of elders 
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with whom we could work. Our Malian assistant would rephrase each step of the mapping procedure in 
Maninkakan to assure that the group understood what was being asked. 

Texts from various locations were used. The texts from Kita, Siby, Kankan, and Bamako were in hand 
before fieldwork started. During our visit to Dankakoro, we recorded the text from Siguiri, and as we 
passed through Kangaba following our visit to Kiniyɛlɛn, we recorded the Kangaba text by a locally born 
speaker. The texts were played to the group and the listeners were asked to rank them according to ease 
of comprehension. This assessed their perceived levels of comprehension of each text rather than their 
actual levels of comprehension. They were asked to guess the location of origin of each text before being 
told of the actual location. 

3.2.3 Sociolinguistic questionnaires 

Attitudes toward their own and other speech varieties were assessed by both a group questionnaire 
(Appendix C) and an individual questionnaire (Appendix D). 
The individual questionnaire was designed to assess the perceptions, attitudes, and practices of five 
males and five females from 15 to 35 years of age. These individuals were questioned one at a time by 
the SRT team while the rest of the team worked with a group of elders and interested villagers doing the 
language mapping exercise and group questionnaire. Both individual and group questionnaires were 
designed with different age groups in mind, so that a comparison of the two groups of responses would 
reveal differences in attitude and practice. At the Bambara-speaking villages of Kiniyɛlɛn and Lassa, we 
interchanged the references to Bamanankan and Maninkakan in the questionnaires to make the questions 
relevant. 

The group questionnaire was constructed in English and French, and presented in French during the 
village visits. Our Malian assistant would usually repeat the question in Maninkakan to make sure that 
everyone had understood it well. 

The individual questionnaire was constructed in English and French, and then translated from 
French into Maninkakan when the survey team first met. The questions were asked in Maninkakan 
during the village visits. 

3.2.4 Sentence repetition test  

Individual proficiency in the speech of Kankan was tested with a sentence repetition test administered 
individually to five women and five men at each site.  

The procedure was developed in the 1980s to measure a community’s second language (L2) 
proficiency (Radloff 1991). It involves choosing a representative sample of the community and asking 
each individual to listen privately to a series of 15 sentences which have been recorded in L2. After 
listening to the sentences, one at a time, the subject simply repeats them as best he or she can. The more 
sentences a subject can repeat accurately, the higher the L2 proficiency. Our team’s SRT work is a 
continuation of what is described in PBT’s survey report (Pioneer 2003). 

3.2.5 Observations and personal experience 

Extensive experience doing language surveys in Guinea (Rainwater) and Mali (Hochstetler) helped 
considerably to identify many of the places and areas mentioned by villagers. This was especially helpful 
for making sense of the maps resulting from the participatory dialect mapping tool. 

The author regrets that population figures were not included in this report because of the time 
required to research government statistics in Bamako, and their questionable accuracy. 

3.3 Problems encountered 

Due to time constraints, the team was unable to test the questionnaires before putting them to use. It was 
assumed that there would be Bambara villages sprinkled throughout Maninka land, at least as far south 
as Siby, but this was not true.  
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After the first few mapping experiences, it became obvious that there is no indigenous awareness of 
a family of Mande languages. Therefore, questions 1a, 1b, and 2 in Appendix A were substituted with 
“What languages surround yours?” Usually, the participants’ assessments of which language was oldest 
were just guesses, and of course, “ours” was considered an adequate choice. 

Throughout the individual questionnaire, an appalling error was made in the translation of the 
French polite second person singular pronoun vous into Maninkakan. It was consistently translated as you 
plural rather than you singular. This was not discovered until after the survey had ended, and helped 
explain the variation of responses in questions 8–10c ranging from answering for their community, 
family, friends, or as intended, reinterpreting it to refer to oneself. 

At several sites the desired age range of 15–35 years for the individual questionnaire was not 
respected. This was influenced by the fact that the same researchers administered the SRT and the 
individual questionnaire, and the SRT had a broader participant age range. 

At Sɛkɛ Nafadji the elders left about half-way through the mapping exercise to go eat, and did not 
return. 

Variant spellings of languages and people groups are difficult to deal with, and as bizarre as some 
spellings may seem, they may reflect orthographic conventions of one or more languages in the area. 
Nevertheless, we know that some names are misspelled, especially in the village maps (Appendix B). 

4 Summarized results 

4.1 Summarized results from the participatory dialect mapping procedure 

Full results are presented in Appendix B. 

Linguonym /language name 

At six out of seven non-Wassulu villages surveyed, the residents call their language Maninkakan. The 
exception was at Dankakoro, near Siguiri, where they call their language Mandenkakan. In the Wassulu 
area, the residents of one village call their language Bambarakan (misspelled Bambarak), while another 
village calls it “wassolonkan” (area + language) or “wassolonkakan” (area + person+ language). A 
third village in Wassulu called its language either Bambarakan or “wassouloukakan.” 

At Kiniyɛlɛn, near Kangaba, the residents speak Bambara, but it is losing ground to Maninkakan due 
to intermarriage. At Lassa, an old village annexed by Bamako, the residents speak Bambara and claim 
that the Maninka call it Bambarakan, derived from the French word Bambara. 

Ethnonym /ethnic name 

At six out of seven non-Wassulu villages surveyed, the residents call their people Maninka (singular) or 
Maninkayi (plural). At Kéniéba Couta they prefer to be called Mandenka (singular) or Mandenkalu 
(plural). In the Wassulu area, at Bounounko they said their family names are associated with either 
Fulbé, Bambara, Maninka, artisans, or griots. They claimed these are all ethnic labels, but our knowledge 
of castes in West Africa compels us to classify the last two as castes. At Lontola they said their ancestry is 
Fulbé. At Gbalafara they only offered the name “wassolonka,” derived from the area where they live, 
because they recognized that not all residents have Fulbé family names. Gbalafara residents explained 
that artisans and griots worked for the Fulbé and followed them until they all settled in the Wassulu 
area.  

Language boundaries 

Dankakoro residents said their language reaches to Bamako including the neighborhood called Djikoroni-
para, Sikasso, Odjenné and Banankoro, a little west of Kérouané. Sankaran Maninkakan, Konyanka 
Maninkakan, (Jula of) Burkina Faso, and “Bambara” of Kita were considered to be different languages. 
They preferred Kankan speech over Siby. 
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Sɛkɛ Nafadji (in Guinea) residents said their language includes what is spoken at Kita (in Mali), Kangaba 
(in Mali), Bougouni (in Mali), bakɔmɔgɔ (Wassulu), Kouroussa (in Guinea), Beyla (in Guinea), and 
Fodékaria (midway between Siguiri and Kankan in Guinea). When texts were played, their easy-to-
harder ranking was Siguiri, Kankan, Siby, Kita, and Bamako. 

Balankomana (in Mali) residents said that their language includes what is spoken at Bamako, 
Kangaba, the area of Wassulu, Kouroussa, Siguiri, Doko (subprefecture north of Siguiri), and Kita. When 
texts were played, their easy-to-harder ranking was Siby; Kankan and Siguiri; Bamako; and Kita. 

Manbila residents said that their language extends up to Bamako, northeast to the Kita variety, and 
southwest to Kouroussa. They included Soumbaraya and Nabou in Soumbaraya subprefecture in Guinea. 
When texts were played, their easy-to-harder ranking was Siby and Siguiri; Kankan; Bamako; and Kita. 
They said that “Kankan could be understood, but it was difficult,” and that “Kita people understand us, 
but we don’t understand them.” 

Kéla residents said their language extends up to Woyowoyanko creek in Bamako; to Kourouba (20 
km northeast); east to Sélingué lake, the Wassulu area, and Baya commune. Somewhere going south 
towards Kouroussa a speech distinction is made, and likewise going towards Kita. Strangely, they 
thought they would understand Kita speech very well. When texts were played, their easy-to-harder 
ranking was Siby; Kita; Bamako; and Siguiri and Kankan. To our surprise, the griots at Kéla did not have 
an abundance of information to share with us. They said that they had never reflected on their language 
before our coming. 

Kéniéba residents included Sélingué (in Wassulu) and Kouroussa (maninka-mori) in their speech 
group, but placed a dialect boundary between themselves and the latter. They excluded Bamako and Kita 
from their speech group, even though they thought they would understand either of them better than 
maninka-mori. The Briko (Birgo) area southeast of Kita was associated with Kita, as well as the commune 
of Djidian north of Kita. When texts were played, their easy-to-harder ranking was Siby and Bamako but 
they stressed that what they heard is not Maninkakan, Kita, Kankan, nor Siguiri. 

Kéniéba Couta residents defined their language boundaries as extending north up to Woyowoyanko 
creek, east to the Wassulu area, south down to Kouroussa, and west to Kama village in the Biriko (Birgo) 
area. They thought they would understand speakers from the Wassulu area quite well, and that beyond 
there “Fila-kan” (Fulfuldé) was spoken. When actual texts were played, their easy-to-harder ranking was 
Kangaba and Siby; Bambara; Kankan; and Kita. However, it must be noted that Bambara literature would 
be unacceptable to this village. 

Bounounko residents stated that their language covers areas between themselves and Bougouni, 
Odienné, Senegal, and somewhere in Guinea. When texts were played, their easy-to-harder ranking was 
Kangaba, Bamako, and Siby; Kankan; and Kita. 

Lontola residents said the boundaries of their language are somewhere around Sélingué (lake), Baya 
(commune), N’guinso (25 km north), east to the Baoulé river in Mali, and around Sandougoula (Malian 
village where RCI, Guinea, and Mali meet). The group members thought they understood all the texts 
well but when asked to rank them from easy-to-harder, they indicated Kangaba; Bamako; Kankan and 
Siguiri; Siby; and Kita. They would prefer writing from Bamako, but Kita would also be acceptable. 

Gbalafara residents found it difficult to discuss the boundaries of their language. They only wanted 
to map their Wassulu homeland. The group members thought they understood all the texts well but 
when asked to rank them from easy-to-harder, they only wanted to comment on the texts from Bamako 
and Kangaba, saying they were both wassulunkakan. 

The Bambara-speaking residents of Lassa, on the outskirts of Bamako, did not clearly identify 
boundaries for their language, so we asked them to identify different “ways of speaking” (dialects). They 
named seven ways, although they said there were more. They mentioned Bɛlɛdougou, Ségou, Siby, 
Koulikoro, Kita, Bougouni, and San. They said although there is a small difference between Bamanankan 
and Maninkakan, they can be considered the same. They had difficulty agreeing on the origins of texts, 
other than the one from Bamako. They thought the ones from Kita and Kangaba were mixtures, and 
identified the ones from Siby, Kankan, and Siguiri as being Maninkakan.  
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4.2 Summarized results from the group questionnaire 

Full results are presented in Appendix C. 
There is strong agreement that although speech differences are small between Bamanankan and 

Maninkakan, they are separate languages. The Maninka people understand Bamanankan very well, but 
their hearts are with Maninkakan. Bambara just doesn’t have the same force and intonation. Maninkakan 
is precious to them. At Kéniéba, we were told that Bamanankan is bastardized (simplified) Maninkakan. 
In the Wassulu area, speakers consider their speech to be a dialect of Bambara, between Bamanankan 
and Maninkakan. The villagers at Lassa (a Bambara village) said that they themselves speak better 
Bamanankan than the Maninka. 

Few people can say aloud in good Maninkakan what they are reading silently in Bamanankan; that is 
too difficult. It is considered acceptable to learn to read and write Bamanankan, but not to speak it 
except when traveling. Several groups lamented that Bambara is destroying their language. 
A wide range of famous villages were cited, but the one mentioned most often was Kangaba. One’s own 
village was most often considered to be the best place to learn one’s own language.  

Only one Bambara village, Kiniyɛlɛn was identified between Bamako and Siguiri. The villagers’ 
speech is becoming more and more like Maninkakan due to intermarriage with the surrounding Maninka 
community. 

Most groups did not know which language is oldest, but at Kéniéba they were sure that the Bambara 
originate from the Maninka. Some customs and ceremonies are the same, but some are different. They 
mutually fear each other’s fetishes, but get along well otherwise.  

In the two villages that we visited in Guinea, writing is mostly done in French and N’ko, but in Mali, 
French and Bambara are most cited. N’ko is more widespread in Guinea than in Mali, but is gaining 
ground in both countries and generally welcomed. In many locations Arabic is taught informally. 

4.3 Summarized results from individual questionnaires 

Full results are presented in Appendix E. 

• No individual questionnaires were done at Kéla and Bounounko. 
• In the Wassulu area of Mali, the language was reported as being “Bambarakan” or “Bamanankan,” 

which are simply variant spellings. 
• Most individuals listen to radio stations featuring programs in their own dialects i.e. Maninkakan or 

wasulunkakan. 
• There is a tendency to say that Maninka and Bambara customs and ceremonies are different, but 

they are similar enough to the extent that some persons disagree with this viewpoint.  
• Bambara and Maninka speakers are distinguished by their speech. 
• Most young people think there are not many factors pressuring their language to change, but the 

few who have traveled know otherwise. 
• Most individuals believe their language will endure. 
• Ninety percent of those interviewed thought they speak their language well (71 yes, 8 no). 
• There was confusion regarding questions 8–10c. 

4.4 Summarized results from sentence repetition testing 

Full results are presented in Appendix F. Figure 1 shows the correspondence between SRT scores and 
proficiency levels. 
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Level 1 1+ 2 2+ 3 3+ 4 4+ 5

Score 0-2 3-7 8-12 13-18 19-23 24-28 29-33 34-36 37-45

        Limited        Basic         Good      Very good   Excellent   Nearly native 

Figure 1. SRT—Proficiency correspondence. 

Table 1. Sentence repetition testing results 

Test site Average score Average level Standard Deviation
Dankakoro (near Siguiri) 29.6 4 18 
Sɛkɛ Nafadji (in Guinea) 27.3 3+ 13 
Balankomana 23 3+ 9 
Manbila 23.2 3 17 
Kéla 17.9 2+ 7 
Kéniéba 20.6 3 14 
Kéniéba Couta 19.6 3 11 
Bounounko (in Wassulu)  13.9 2+ 12 
Lontola (in Wassulu) 15.6 2+ 7 
Gbalafara (in Wassulu) 14.9 2+ 13 

4.5 Survey team’s observations 

In addition to superficial speech differences (e.g. variation between l/r/d/) between standard 
Bamanankan and Maninkakan spoken south of Bamako, the survey team identified several significant 
grammatical differences. See section 5.7 for comments on possible comprehension problems associated 
with the markers highlighted in the following table. 

Table 2. Comparison of Bamanankan and Maninkakan tense-aspect markers  
(adapted from Tillinghast and Liebrecht 1999:4) 

Language  Past imperfect Past (trans) Past (intrans) Recent past Present Future
Bamanankan  tun ye verb+ra / -la / -na (none) bɛ bɛna
Kankan tɛrɛ / tun ka verb+ra / -la / -na bada yɛ di / dina
Siguiri tɛrɛ / tun ka verb+ra / -la / -na bada yɛ di / be
Naréna tɛlɛ / tɛn / tun nɔ / ye verb+len / -nin (none) bɛ bɛna
Kangaba tɛrɛ / tun ye verb+len / -nin (no data) bɛ / ye bɛna
Kita Maninkakan  tɛrɛ / tun ti verb+ta (none) yɛ yɛna
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Table 3. Comparison of Bamanankan and Maninkakan imperative markers 

Language  +Imperative -Imperative 

Bamanankan  ka / ka kan kana

Kankan ye / ka kan kana

Siguiri ye / ka kana

Naréna ka / ka kan kana

Kangaba ka / ka kan kana

Kita Maninkakan  ka / ka kan kana

Table 4. Comparison of Bamanankan and Maninkakan identification markers 

Language Specifying ID Presentative ID 

Bamanankan  ye…ye don

Kankan Maninka ye…di le tɛ

Siguiri ye…di le

Naréna ye…di le

Kangaba ye…di le

Kita Maninka  ye…ti ti

As could be expected with a language spread over a large geographic area, information from any 
given survey site became more vague and less reliable as proximity decreased.  

At Yanfolila, when I learned that the pastor had travelled widely throughout the Wassulu area in 
Mali, I queryed him using my GIS map of villages on my computer as a reference. I found that the 
Wassulu area in Mali corresponds very closely to the boundaries of the administrative Cercle de Yanfolila. 
But because he had not visited villages in Guinea nor in the RCI, he could not comment on villages in 
those countries. 

5 Analysis of results 

5.1 Comments on ethnolinguistic background 

Understanding that the Bambara (or Bamana) people originated from the Maninka may explain some of 
the resistance among the Maninka towards the Bambara people and language. Over time, Bambara and 
related Jula simplified their language and as a result, it became a major language of wider 
communication and literacy throughout much of West Africa. The Maninka now feel that their “son” is 
lording over them, and they resent it. The Maninka want to emphasize their linguistic differences 
whereas the Bambara wants to minimize them. The assertion, stated at Lassa, “We speak better 
Bamanankan than the Maninka” reflected the Bambara’s haughty attitude, while the statement, given at 
Kéniéba, “Bamanankan is bastardized Maninkakan” reflected the pain felt by the Maninka. 

5.2 Analysis of linguonym results 

The people living directly south of Bamako generally call their language Maninkakan, but this term is 
also used by people living around Kita and in Senegal to refer to their language. During mapping 
sessions, villagers made use of natural features (e.g. river, mountain, and plain) and directions to 
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distinguish varieties of Maninkakan, and linguists also find it helpful to use these terms to distinguish 
Maninka languages and dialects. The Ethnologue has already identified Eastern Maninkakan as a language 
spoken in upper Guinea, and the results from this survey affirm that this is an appropriate name for 
distinguishing this language from both Kita Maninkakan and Western Maninkakan. 

In the Wassulu area of Mali the people consider their language to be a dialect of Bamanankan, but 
when texts were played, they claimed that both the Maninkakan spoken around Kangaba and the 
Bambara spoken in Bamako are most like their dialect. They acknowledged that other Maninka call them 
the Maninka of Wassulu, and this agrees with the village maps made by the “other Maninka” west of the 
Niger River. The term wassulunkakan serves well as a dialect name because all of its speakers can 
identify with it without shame, regardless of what occupation or origin their family names may 
otherwise suggest.  

5.3 Analysis of ethnonym results 

Mandenka (ka = person) is a term that refers to any person of Mande origin. As such, the term should 
not be used to single out one specific Mande population among others. 

South of Bamako, the people call themselves Maninka (singular or collective) or Maninkayi (plural). 
In the mountains, the plural form is –lu rather than –yi. The issue of how plurality will be written is 
probably one of numerous differences that will have to be addressed when literacy materials are 
developed.  

In the Wassulu area the term that includes everyone who speaks their dialect is Wassulunka. 
Residents acknowledged that other Maninka call them the Maninka of Wassulu, and this assertion agrees 
with the village maps made by the “other Maninka” west of the Niger River.  

5.4 Analysis of language boundary results 

The first notable item is that this language covers a large geographical area. No one village should be 
expected to have identified all the boundaries precisely. Fortunately, this survey allowed boundary 
information to be assembled from multiple sources. In general, there was quite a lot of agreement among 
the village maps. 

If references to Sikasso and Odjenné are interpreted as political regions containing areas where the 
language is spoken, rather than specific towns, the labels seem more reasonable. The mention of Odjenné 
(reported at Dankakoro) can be interpreted as a hint that wassulunkakan is spoken somewhere in that 
area of the RCI. Surprisingly, no mention was made in the villages we visited in Wassulu of their people 
living in Guinea and possibly the RCI, but previous surveys have reported it. Given that most villages 
surveyed west of the Niger River included Wassulu in their maps, and that the villages in Wassulu 
reacted favorably to the text from Kangaba, it can argued that Wassulu should be included in Eastern 
Maninkakan, in spite of the residents thinking of their language as a dialect of Bamanankan.  

The mention of “Bambara of Kita,” which linguists recognize as a separate Maninka language, sets it 
apart as something significantly different from what is spoken at Dankakoro. Some villages included the 
area around Kita in their language map while others excluded it, but when the text from Kita was 
played, most villages ranked it on the hard side of the scale, so we are excluding it. There was a notable 
exception at Kéla, but perhaps the griots there have conversed with griots from enough places (including 
Kita) that they have become familiar with many ways of speaking Maninkakan. We did not get a clear 
sense of where to place the western boundary of the language, but apparently it does not extend much 
beyond Kéniéba Couta. 

Kouroussa was frequently mentioned as a southwestern border, but Rainwater’s knowledge of the 
area compels us to set the border farther west to Dabola, even though Pulaar [fuc] is also spoken around 
there. Beyla (reported at Sɛkɛ Nafadji) is a bit too far south. Banankoro (reported at Dankakoro) is 
better, but we have adjusted the southeastern limit to Kérouané, about 40 kilometers farther east.  
We accept Woyowoyanko creek in Bamako as the northern boundary, as stated at Kéla and at Kéniéba 
Couta. This adds precision to the claim that it is spoken up to Bamako, as stated at Balankomana and at 
Manbila.  
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Certainly there are places where Maninkakan is spoken outside these general boundaries, but they 
are generally pockets. Our aim here is to identify the main contiguous area where the language is 
spoken.  

It is not surprising that Bambara speakers minimize the differences between their language and 
Maninkakan. Their status as the majority people group in Mali does not require them to have a high 
awareness of others around them, and “everyone” in the southern half of the country uses their language 
for wider communication. So it is understandable how the group at Lassa initially overstated the 
geographic extent of their language by including Siby as a dialect of Bambara, but later identified it as 
Maninkakan when they listened to a text from there.  

5.5 Analysis of questionnaires  

Answers to both the group and the individual questionnaire indicate that the Maninka have a high 
regard for their language. They consider Maninkakan and Bamanankan to be different languages, in spite 
of their many similarities. They like listening to their language on the radio and want it to remain 
distinct from Bamanankan. Young people think they speak their language well, but elders generally feel 
that youth don’t speak as well as they ought. Because Kangaba is well known and respected throughout 
the entire language area, its potential for influencing Maninka literature should not be ignored. Because 
of a translation error made in the individual questionnaire for questions 8–10c, and the resulting 
variation of responses, these data have been ignored. 

5.6 Analysis of the sentence repetition test 

At Dankakoro the high standard deviation (18) that comes from widely-ranging scores suggests that 
bilingualism was a factor. Yet with a high average proficiency (4) and therefore probably high 
comprehension of the Maninka of Kankan, this village probably could use literature from Kankan. 

At Sɛkɛ Nafadji an acceptable standard deviation (13) and a high average proficiency (3+) suggest 
that the population could use the literature from Kankan. Everyone attained level 3 or higher and 50 
percent attained level 4 or higher. If using literature from Kankan proves to be difficult, then another 
option should be considered.  

At Balankomana a low standard deviation (9) suggests a homogeneous level of comprehension of the 
Kankan dialect. Nevertheless, the outlook is more pessimistic than at Sɛkɛ Nafadji as only 20 percent 
attained level 4 or higher. Use of Kankan literature may be marginal. If a more understandable option is 
available, it should be used.  

At Manbila the high standard deviation (17) suggests that bilingualism influenced the scores. Only 
20 percent attained level 4 or higher while 30 percent attained less than a level 3. This village probably 
needs literature more understandable than that of Kankan.  

At Kéla the low standard deviation (7) and low overall proficiency (2+) suggest that Kankan 
literature would not work well here. 

At Kéniéba only 10 percent attained level 4 or higher while 40 percent attained less than level 3. Use 
of Kankan literature would be marginal, although the population might be able to use it if highly 
motivated. 

At Kéniéba Couta no one who took the SRT attained level 4 or higher, and 50 percent attained less 
than level 3. The overall proficiency suggests that Kankan literature would not work well, although 
highly motivated persons might succeed. 

In the Wassulu area of Mali at Bounounko, Lontola, and Gbalafara, the low standard deviations and 
the low overall proficiency levels (all 2+) suggest that Kankan literature would not work well. 

5.7 Analysis of observations 

There are a number of significant grammatical differences between Bamanankan and Eastern 
Maninkakan. The markers highlighted in Tables 2, 3, and 4 complicate intercommunication. A statement 
made in the past tense at Bamako could be understood as one made in the present tense at Kankan. A 
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command given in Bamako could sound like a statement made in the past tense at Kankan or Siguiri. 
Tonal differences may distinguish certain markers, but those too may need to be learned. The past 
participle form /len/, used with intransitive verbs, is often used at Kangaba and Naréna instead of a 
simple past construction. A recent past marker used at Kankan seemingly has no equivalent in 
Bamanankan. Individuals lacking exposure to other dialects may not understand statements of 
identification at all.  

6 Conclusions and recommendations 

Results from this and previous surveys indicate that “Maninka” and “Maninkakan” are macro names used 
by the population to identify their own people and language, whether in eastern Senegal, southern Mali, 
or upper Guinea. The people employ geographic features and names of villages or cities to distinguish 
speech varieties, so it is appropriate for linguists to also employ such terms to distinguish one Maninka 
language from another (e.g. Western Maninkakan, Kita Maninkakan, and Eastern Maninkakan). It is 
recommended that outsiders use the macro name “Maninka” to refer to the people, because it 
appropriately reflects the solidarity of the Maninka people.  

It appears that literacy materials produced in the Kankan dialect (maninka-mori) of Guinea would 
adequately serve the Maninka from Dabola to the Guinea/Mali border to as far south as Kérouané. As 
one crosses the border from Guinea into Mali, and distance from Kankan increases, the use of literacy 
materials from Kankan becomes marginal. Perhaps they could be used along the border in Mali, but by 
the time one reaches Naréna, SRT scores suggest that speech differences are too great for that literature 
to succeed. Certain grammatical differences observed by the survey team support this conclusion. In 
view of this and the strong desire of the population to maintain a distinction between Maninkakan and 
Bambara, we recommend that another literacy program be established in Mali to serve the Maninka 
people living south of Bamako. Because of strong ethnic and linguistic unity professed by the people 
themselves, these separate literatures should be considered different dialects of one and the same 
language, namely Eastern Maninkakan.  

In the Wassulu area, the people recognize that theirs is a mixture of ethnic heritages and therefore 
prefer to use their non-administrative regional name to unite them. Thus, their preferred people name is 
Wassulunka, and their dialect is wassulunkakan (area+people+language). In Mali these people consider 
their speech to be a dialect of Bambara as reflected by the name “Bambarakan” which they sometimes 
use to refer to their dialect. However, they recognize that the larger Maninka population considers them 
to speak a dialect of Maninkakan. This, together with the results from Tillinghast’s report on Wassulu, 
supports classifying wassulunkakan as a dialect shared by both Bambara and Eastern Maninkakan. It can 
be thought of as the overlapping area of two connected chain links. In Guinea, where Bambara is not 
recognized as a language spoken in that country, it can continue to be called Eastern Maninkakan. The 
Wassulunka there will probably be able to use literature from Kankan although the results are more 
marginal. As stated in the PBT report, those who work among the Wassulunka should evaluate how well 
literacy materials from Kankan are received and understood (Pioneer 2003:27). If it proves to be 
difficult, then materials from the Malian dialect chosen for development should be tested. Because the 
speech of Kankan is the respected dialect of Maninkakan in Guinea, it is unlikely that Guinéans would 
agree to abandon that established literacy program in favor of one located further north, even if it were 
to be promoted as being able to serve all Eastern Maninkakan speakers.  

The ranking of texts that were played during the mapping exercise strongly suggests that if the new 
literacy program in Mali was based on speech from or very close to Kangaba, the population in Wassulu 
(at least in Mali, likely in Guinea, but unknown in the RCI) will readily embrace it. However, it will not 
be surprising if some villages choose Bambara literacy over Eastern Maninkakan, since their dialect is 
shared by both languages. The high regard of all Maninka for the rich history of Kangaba should not be 
overlooked. Anything from Kangaba tends to evoke respect. Although speech from Kangaba apparently 
resembles Bambara more than the dialect(s) spoken around Siby or Naréna, it still is clearly identified as 
Maninkakan by the Maninka living further west. This less complex dialect may actually unify more 
Maninka speakers than if a “harder” dialect were chosen for development. It is not hard to envision 
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Maninka speakers proudly referring to Eastern Maninkakan in Mali as “the Kangaba dialect.” At the very 
least, a Maninka speaker from Kangaba should be a member of the language development team.  

We recommend that participatory dialect mapping be done in the “folonkakan” dialect area of the 
RCI (e.g. at Diandéguéla or Minignan) to see how the speakers themselves classify their speech. It is 
unlikely that they would consider it to be a dialect of Bambara because any dialect associated with 
Bambara is universally perceived by West Africans as being located entirely in Mali, but possibly they 
would identify it with Eastern Maninkakan. If they consider it more similar to the wassulukakan dialect 
in Guinea and/or Mali than to the dialect of odiennékakan, then texts from Kankan, Kangaba, and 
Odienné should be played, to see which one they understand best. The results would affect the entries 
for [myq], [jod], and [bam] in the Ethnologue. 

Suggested changes for the Ethnologue are as follows: 
1. For Mandingo [man], add Mali to the list of countries where it is a macro language. 
2. For Eastern Maninkakan [emk], add Mali to the list of countries where it is spoken. (This reduces the 

Bambara-speaking area in Mali.)  
3. For Bamanankan [bam], state that in Mali, wassulunkakan is a linking dialect shared by both [bam] 

and [emk]. Also replace “Western Maninkakan [mlq]” with Eastern Maninkakan [emk] in the 
following sentence: “The main division is Standard Bambara, influenced heavily by _____________, and 
rural dialects.” 
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Appendix A. Participatory mapping procedure 

Used for Eastern Maninkakan survey in February 2011 

The purpose of this tool is to assist speakers of a specific dialect in discussing information they already 
know about their language and levels of comprehension between varieties. Another purpose is to 
encourage them to think about which varieties of their language could use a single set of written or oral 
materials.  

1a. How many languages are there in the Mandé language family? 
(Write names on large sheet) 

1b. Which of those languages are the oldest? (Asterix them) 

2. Your kind/variety/way of speaking groups with which language in this list?  

3. Besides your language, are there others spoken in this village?  
(Write one name per paper.) 

4a. Is your language known by any other names? 

4b. Are there other names that strangers call it? 

4c. Which name do you prefer? (Put a smiley token on it. This is L1)  

4d. For each name, who (in which language) says it?  

5a. What are the names for your people? 

5b. Are there other names that strangers call you? 

5c. Which name do you prefer?  
(Put smiley token on it. This is P1.)  
______________________ sg  _______________________ pl. 

5d. For each name, who (in which language) says it?  

6. Are there people who say that you are Bambara and that you speak Bambara? Who are those 
people? 

7. Now, please tell us how far in every direction from here, people speak similarly enough to how you 
speak, whether you consider it your language or another one, so that you can understand AT LEAST 
SOME of what those people say.  
(Write names—anticipate countries—on little papers and lay them on the ground in relation to each 
other)  

South,  East,  North,  West.  

8. Now we want to think about areas where people speak differently from how you speak here, but 
you can UNDERSTAND MOST of what they say.  
(Put a colored dot [mkr color 1] on those countries.) 

9. Where can you UNDERSTAND EVERYTHING of what they say? We said that these people speak 
differently than you do, but among themselves do all those people also have different ways of 
speaking too? Can you lay down a string on the map for each different way of speaking. Can you 
identify each different way of speaking with a name?  
(Anticipate regional names [cercles, prefectures, language names, clans] or features [names of rivers 
or mountains, etc.] Write these names on little papers [mkr color 2] and place them inside their 
respective string defined area.) 

10. Is this the area (it should be surrounded) where everyone speaks just like you do? 
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11. Among all the ways where the people speak differently than you do, which way do you 
UNDERSTAND BEST? Second best?  
(Place the appropriate number [1,2,3,4, etc.] token inside each string group) 

12a. Among the ways of speaking that are different from your own, but where you can understand 
everything, is there one that you LIKE MOST? (smiley token) 

12b. Among those where you understand everything, is there one that you LIKE LEAST? (frowny token) 

Now we want to show HOW MUCH you understand these different ways of speaking.  

13a. Which do you understand completely— big ears,  

13b. Which you don’t understand most—no ears 

13c. Which you understand about half—little ears 

13d. Which you only understand a little—one ear.  

14. We’re going to play several texts for you. We know where they came from, and later we will tell you 
too. While you listen to each text, think of where it is that people speak that way. 

Play the texts: Kita Siby Kankan  Bambara of Bamako Siguiri (Kangaba)  

a. Have them identify where they think each text came from. 

Which one is easiest for you to understand? Play the texts again if needed. 

b. Rank the texts from easiest to hardest to understand. 

15. Do you want to change anything on the map we’ve made? 

16. Some people want to write books (and/or CDs). If books were WRITTEN IN L1, which villages 
would be able to use those books? 

17. Out of all these ways of speaking that you have grouped together, which variety should be used as 
the one for writing (or recording) [L1] so that all the others will understand it well? (have them 
place letter A) If that one could not be used, then which one? (use B and C written on cardboard) 
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Appendix B. Results from participatory dialect mapping procedure 

From Eastern Maninkakan survey of February 2011 
N.B. (author’s clarifications are between parentheses) 

Dankakoro 

Dankakoro residents call their language Mandenkakan and their people Maninka. 

Dankakoro residents perceive the boundaries of their language to be as follows: 
North includes Djikoroni-para (neighborhood of Bamako including north bank of Woyowoyanko creek). 
East includes Sikasso. Southeast includes Odjenné. South includes Banankoro (a little west of Kérouané). 
Sankaran Maninkakan, Konyanka Maninkakan, (Jula of) Burkina Faso, and “Bambara” of Kita were 
considered to be different languages. The language around Sikasso was thought to be similar, but “they 
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are not our people.” Residents thought they would understand Kankan speech better than Siby. When 
actual texts were played, their easy-to-harder ranking was Kankan, Siby, Kita, and Bamako. 

Sɛkɛ Nafadji 
 

 

Sɛkɛ Nafadji residents think of their language as N’ko but recognize that Maninkakan is the name of the 
language as a whole. They said their ethnic name is Maninka den (sg) or Maninka (collectively). 

 

Sɛkɛ Nafadji residents said their language includes Kita Maninkakan, Bougouni (in Mali), bakɔmɔgɔ (people 
on other side of Niger River in Mali), Kouroussa (in Guinea), and Beyla (in Guinea). People from Kaba 
(Kangaba in Mali) and Fodékaria (halfway between Siguiri and Kankan in Guinea) speak like they do. 
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We failed to ask how they thought they would understand various speech varieties. When texts were 
played, their easy-to-harder ranking was Siguiri, Kankan, Siby, Kita, and Bamako. 

Balankomana 

Balankomana residents said their language is called Manikakan (Maninkakan). They call their people 
Manika (sg) or Maninkayi (pl). They thought that perhaps Marakakan (Soninké), Manikakan, and 
Bamanankan were the oldest languages among those that they listed. 

Balankomana residents said their way of speaking Maninka includes Bamako, Kangaba, and the area 
of Wassulu. They consider people from Kouroussa, Siguiri, and Dogo (Doko, a sub-prefecture north of 
Siguiri that includes Tonbɔgɔ [Tomboko] village) to speak a different dialect of their language, and 

people from Kita to speak another. They had a strong feeling of Maninka unity and thus, were reluctant 
to distinguish speech differences saying, “If you start to divide it (i.e. our language into many dialects), it 
becomes too many.” 
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They thought they would understand speech from Siguiri (2) better than speech from Kita (3). When 
texts were played, their easy-to-harder ranking was Siby; Kankan and Siguiri; Bamako; and Kita.  

Manbila 

Manbila residents said that their language is Manikankan (Maninkakan) and their people are Maninka 
(sg) or Maninkayi (pl). They thought that Maninkakan is the oldest language among those that they 
listed.  
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Manbila residents said that their language extends to Bamako, to Kinta (the Kita variety), and to Kodossa 
(Kouroussa). They include Subaraya (Soumbaraya) and Nabou (in Soumbaraya sub-prefecture) in their 
speech group. 

If their own dialect will not be written, they would choose the variety from Kouroussa (in Guinea) from 
among the places on their map. When texts were played, their easy-to-harder ranking was Siby and 
Siguiri; Kankan; Bamako; and Kita. They said, “Kankan could be understood, but it was difficult,” and 
“Kita people understand us, but we don’t understand them.” 

Kéla 

 
Kéla residents said their language is Manikakan and their people are called Maninka (sg) or Maninkayi 
(pl). 

 
Kéla residents said their language extends north up to “oyooignanko” (Woyowoyanko creek) in Bamako, 
and east to Séléké (Sélingué lake), oissalou (Wassulu area), and Baya (commune). Somewhere towards 
Kita a speech distinction is made and likewise going south towards Kouroussa. They included the 
Mandék(ou)rou (Monts Mandingues), Niger River (purple ribbon), and Kourouba (20 km northeast) as 
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landmarks. They figured they would understand Kita speakers very well (big ears), better than what is 
spoken in Guinea (one ear). When texts were played, their easy-to-harder ranking was Siby; Kita; 
Bamako; Siguiri and Kankan. To our surprise, the griots at Kéla did not have an abundance of 
information to share with us. They said that they had never reflected on their language before our 
coming. 
Kéniéba (commune Benkadi Habaladougou) 

 
Kéniéba residents said their language is Manikakan (Maninkakan) and their people are called Maninka 
(sg) or Maninkayi (pl). They thought Marakakan (Soninké) might be the oldest language among those 
that they listed. 

 
Kéniéba residents spoke of their language using three general terms: Bafɛ (near the Niger River), 
Maninka-mori (surrounding Kankan), and Kouroufɛ (of the mountains). They included Sélinké (Sélingué 
in Wassulu) and Kodosa (Kouroussa) in their speech group but placed a dialect boundary between 
themselves and the latter. They excluded Bamako and Kita from their speech group, even though they 
figured they would understand Bambara (big ears) and Kita Maninkakan (little ears) better than 
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Maninka-morikan (one ear) from Guinea. They associated the Briko (Birgo, southeast of Kita on Mali 
road map) area with Kita, as well as Djidian (commune north of Kita). When texts were played, their 
easy-to-harder ranking was Siby and Bamako but they stressed that it is not Maninkakan, Kita, Kankan, 
nor Siguiri. Although we had just collected a text from Kankan, we were unfortunately unable to play 
that text at Kéniéba due to technical difficulties. 

Kéniéba Couta 

 
Kéniéba Couta residents said their language is Maninkakan and their people are called Mandenka (sg) or 
Mandenkalu (pl). They were sure that Bamanankan came from Maninkakan. 

Kéniéba Couta residents used four general terms to talk about their language: baajurufɛ (river [Niger]-
string-near), bakama (river-flank) from Narena to Siguiri, maninka-mori (around Kankan), and kurula 
maninka (mountain Maninka) which includes their speech. The purple ribbon represents the Niger River. 
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Subdialects of their mountain dialect are sobaraka (sobarakan) and bintanya (bintanyakan). They 
defined their language boundaries as north up to Woyowoyanko creek, east to the Wassulu area, south 
down to Kodossa (Kouroussa), and west to Kama village (likely the one located 10 km northwest of 
Kéniéba Couta) in Biriko (Birgo). They said fila-kan (Fulfuldé) is spoken west of Kama. 
The group thought they would understand speakers from the Wassulu area quite well (big ears) and that 
beyond there “Fila-kan” (Fulfuldé) was spoken. When actual texts were played, their easy-to-harder 
ranking was Kangaba and Siby; Bambara; Kankan; and Kita. However, it must be noted that Bambara 
literature would be unacceptable to this village. 

Naréna  

After spending our last night of the survey at Naréna, we decided to play our texts to four residents 
native to Naréna. Here are their comments: 

Source of text   Comments 
Siby    most like Naréna, 100% comprehension. 
Kangaba   next like Naréna, 100% comprehension. 
Kankan    missed a little, but not much. 
Bamako & Siguiri  no comment. 
Kita    hardest, missed a few things. 

Kiniyɛlɛn near Kangaba 

No mapping was done here. Kiniyɛlɛn is a small Bambara-speaking village founded in 1974 (yielding to 
Maninkakan by intermarriage), located three kilometers north of Kangaba. 

Bounounko in Wassulu 

Bounounko residents said they prefer to call their language Bambarakan (misspelled Bambarak). They 
insisted that they have different ethnic heritages including Foula (Fulbé), Bambara, Maninka, noumou 
(artisans), and griots. (The last two labels are more properly considered castes.) 

Bounounko residents only spoke of their language in general terms. They described the boundaries as 
being somewhere between themselves and Bougouni, themselves and Odienné (in Côte D’Ivoire), 
themselves and somewhere in Guinea, and between themselves and Senegal. 
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When texts were played, their easy-to-harder ranking was Kangaba (big ears), Bamako (big ears), Siby 
(big ears), Kankan (small ears), and Kita (one ear). 

Lontola in Wassulu 

 
Lontola residents had two names for the language they spoke, with no particular preference between 
them: Bambarakan or Wassouloukakan. Ethnically, they said they were Peulh (Fulbé). 
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Lontola residents only wanted to make a map for their own speech variety. They described the 
boundaries as northwest to Sélingué (village at north side of lake) and Baya (commune north of lake), 
including N’guinso (25 km north), east to Baoulénkola (Baoulé river), and south to Sandougoula (Malian 
village where RCI, Guinea, and Mali meet). They said Sokoro (6 km south of Sandougoula in RCI) does 
not belong in their map. 

The group thought they understood all the texts well (big ears), but when we asked them to rank them 
from easy-to-harder they indicated Kangaba, Bamako, Kankan and Siguiri, Siby, Kita. They would prefer 
writing from Bamako, but Kita would also be acceptable. 

Gbalafara in Wassulu 

 
Gbalafara residents said people call their language by various names: Bamanankan, Maninkakan, 
Worodugukakan, and Wassolonkakan. The name they prefer for their language is Wassolonkan (area + 
language) or Wassolonkakan (area + people+ language).  

They said their preferred people name is Wassolonka (singular and collectively), even though Maninka 
from other areas call them the Maninka of Wassulu. We were told, “If you come from Wassulu, people 
think you’re Peul (i.e. Fulbé). (People whose family name was) Doumbia spoke the same language as the 
Peul, and followed them wherever they went. The noumou (artisans) came (here) with the Peul.” 
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Gbalafara residents only wanted to map their Wassulu homeland: Sanankoroba (16 km north), Sodala (8 
km east), Balena (where?), Diassa (where?), Sandougoula, Kanfara (Konfra in Mali near Guinea border), 
Kabaya (in finger west of Yanfolila), and Tikan (Tegan) 

The group thought they understood all the texts well (big ears), but when we asked them to rank them 
from easy-to-harder, they only wanted to comment on the texts from Bamako and Kangaba, saying they 
were both Wassolonkakan. 

Lassa  

This is an old Bambara village annexed by Bamako in recent years. Lassa residents said their language is 
Bamanankan and their people are Bamana. The French call both their language and people Bambara. 
They claimed that the Maninka call their language Bambarakan and that the Fulbé call it Bamanankoré. 
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Lassa residents weren’t very interested in mapping their language. One person claimed that if we wanted 
details, their discussion would never finish. After getting nowhere, they were asked to identify languages 
surrounding their language, and they came up with Bobokan (Bomu) around Tominian, Mignankakan 
(Minyanka) around Koutiala, Manica Kan (Maninkakan) for Sigounna and Sagabaré, and Fila Kan 
(Fulfuldé) around Sebekoro and Macina. When asked for names of different ways of speaking 
Bamanankan, the discussion became livelier. They came up with seven ways (dialects), but said there 
were more. They mentioned Bɛlɛdougou, Ségou, Siby, Koulikoro, Kita, Bougouni, and San. They said 
there is a small difference between Bamanankan and Maninkakan, but it can be considered the same 
thing. They had difficulty agreeing on the origin of texts, other than the one from Bamako. They thought 
the ones from Kita and Kangaba were mixtures, and identified Siby, Kankan, and Siguiri as Maninka. 
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Appendix C. Group questionnaire with compiled results 

From Eastern Maninkakan survey of February 2011 

N.B. (author’s comments are between brackets) 
NA = no answer 

 

1. Is there a clear distinction between your language and Bambara? 

Est-ce qu’il y a une distinction nette entre votre langue et le bambara? 

Dankakɔrɔ—Yes. Awɔ vs Ɔɔ. Lɔ vs rɔ. 
Sɛkɛ Nafadji—Yes. Based on expressions. 
Balankomana—No clear distinction [but bam teacher answered for the group]. 
Manbila—Yes. Many things are different. E.g. Ɔwɔ. Sg & pl. 
Kéla—Small differences. 
Kéniéba—Small differences. Bamanankan is easier and faster; it is bastardized. Maninkakan is 
heavier. 
Kéniéba Couta—No big difference, but they are different lgs. 

Kiniyɛlɛn—[replaced Bambara with Maninkakan] We speak Bambara. Everyone else around us 
speaks Malinké. The way we pronounce words distinguishes us. Our languages are different, but we 
understand each other well. Our language is being influenced by Malinké as a consequence of our 
mixed marriages between us and the Malinké. 
Bounounko—NA. 
Lontola—We speak a dialect of Bamanankan. 
Gbalafara—Small difference between how we speak and Maninkakan. Our speech is between 

Bamanankan and Maninkakan. E.g. baden (Maninka) n’blé (Bambara). ___ (?) biri (?). 

Lassa—[replaced Bambara with Maninkakan] We speak better Bamanankan. 
 

2. Is Maninkakan so different from Bambara that it should be written differently? 

Est-ce que la langue malinké est autant différent du bambara qu’il devrait être écrit différemment? 

Dankakɔrɔ—Can be written same way, but distinction will be made in writing. 
Sɛkɛ Nafadji—No. N’ko covers it. 
Balankomana—No [but a bam teacher answered for the group]. 
Manbila—Would write it differently. 
Kéla—Write in the same way, but it should be written in Maninkakan. 
Kéniéba—We understand Bamanankan, but our heart is with Maninkakan. Bamanankan doesn’t have 

the same force and intonation. Maninkakan is precious to us. Our history is known all over. We 
have to guard our language. Malinké is older than Bamanankan. We need our own accent. 

Kéniéba Couta—Some people can read Bamanankan and say it in Maninkakan, but generally it is 
difficult. We would prefer writing in Maninkakan. 

Bounounko—NA. 
Gbalafara—The Bambara speak the way they write. 

Lassa—[replaced Malinké with Bambara, and Bambara with Maninkakan] There is a small 
difference. E.g. An vs Alu. 
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3. Is it a good thing for youth to learn to speak Bambara? 

Est-ce que c'est une bonne chose pour les jeunes d'apprendre parler le bambara? 

Dankakɔrɔ—Yes, it’s important for Malians, so they can travel. 
Sɛkɛ Nafadji—Yes, but we prefer that they learn Maninkakan. 
Balankomana—OK, but better to learn Maninkakan. 
Manbila—Yes, it helps you travel, but they also need to learn Maninkakan. 
Kéla—It’s what we have in school, so we have no choice. 
Kéniéba—Yes, to read and write, but not to speak. It is killing our language. 
Kéniéba Couta—We would prefer that they learn Maninkakan. 

Kiniyɛlɛn—Youth learn Maninkakan. 
Bounounko—NA. 
Gbalafara—Youth learn bam. 

 

4. Do the youth here speak your language like you think it ought to be spoken? 

Est-ce que les jeunes d’ici parlent votre langue comme vous pensez qu’elle devrait être parlée? 

Dankakɔrɔ—Yes.  
Sɛkɛ Nafadji—Yes. 
Balankomana—No.  
Manbila—Yes.  
Kéla—No, not as we wish. Maninkakan is losing ground. 
Kéniéba—No answer. 
Kéniéba Couta—No. Bamanankan is destroying our language. 

Kiniyɛlɛn—Youth don’t speak Bambara well. 
Bounounko—They speak well.  
Gbalafara—Youth speak Bambara well. 

Lassa—Youth speak Bambara well. 

 

5. What are the famous Maninka villages? (traditional, modern, commercial, political, customs, festivals, etc.) 

Quels sont les villages malinké les plus renomés? (que ce soit sur le plan traditionnel ou moderne: 

commerce, politique, coutumes, lieu de grande fête, etc.) 

Dankakɔrɔ—Dankakɔrɔ, Sikasso (Samory Toure), Niegesolla, Korosa-Fadama (historic). 
Sɛkɛ Nafadji—Nafaji, Kangaba (all malinké come from there), Niagasola, Setigiya (war). 
Balankomana—Kangaba, Balankomana, Kita, Naréna. 
Manbila—Kangaba (war), Naréna (war), Niagasolla (war), Siby (first Mandé village). 
Kéla—Kéla (because of Islam and the griots), Mamfara (religion), Kangaba (historic), Kankan, 

Kodossa (historic, in Guinea). 
Kéniéba—Degela (keeping their traditions), Kéniéba (historic), Kangaba (the hut). 
Kéniéba Couta—Sobara Kéniéba (for fetishes), Niamo (customs), Labata (historical), Karaninda 

(historical). 

Bounounko—Bounounko (had a king; three wars fought here). 
Lontola—Yanfolila (political), Lontola (historic). 
Gbalafara—Yanfolila (economic), Sikɔrɔle. 

Lassa—[replaced malinké with bamana] Kangaba, Sikasso, Djosé, Kolokani, Ségou, Tiemantali (of 
Niono), Nonkon (of Kolokani), Lassa, Sokɔnafin, Nafaji. 
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6. If someone wanted to learn your language, and have the respect of all the Maninka speakers from here to 

________, in what village should that person live? 

Si quelqu’un voulait apprendre votre langue, et avoir le respect de tous les malinké d’ici jusqu’à _________, 

dans quel village est-ce qu’il devrait s’installer? 

Dankakɔrɔ—Kankan. 
Sɛkɛ Nafadji—Here. 
Balankomana—Here . 
Manbila—Here.  
Kéla—Here or at Kangaba. 
Kéniéba—Here.  
Kéniéba Couta—Here or at Labata. 

Lassa—[replaced Malinké with Bamanankan] Bɛlɛdougou or Ségou. 

 

7. Where are pure Bambara villages? 

Quels sont les villages proches d’ici dont la population est 100% (ou en grande majorité) bambara, et ils 

parlent toujours le bambara? 

Dankakɔrɔ—None close. 
Sɛkɛ Nafadji—None close.  
Balankomana—Bamako. 
Manbila—You have to go to Kati. 
Kéla—Kiniyɛlɛ (at gendarme poste). 
Kéniéba—None close. 
Kéniéba Couta—None close. 

 

8. Do Bambara villages have the same ceremonies & customs as you? 

Est-ce que ces villages bambara ont les même cérémonies et coutumes que vous ? 

Dankakɔrɔ—NA.  
Sɛkɛ Nafadji—NA. 
Balankomana—No [but didn’t come up with differences]. 
Manbila—Same customs, but ceremonies very different. 
Kéla—Different. We have a lot more traditions; they keep their old ways. 
Kéniéba—Much is the same. They come from us. They keep our old ways. Customs are same, but 

ceremonies are different. 
Kéniéba Couta—NA. 

Kiniyɛlɛn—Certain ones are different, but others are the same. We do marriages the same way, but 
the ceremonies are different. 

Bounounko—A little bit different from the Maninka. 
Lontola—Same as the other side of the Niger. 
Gbalafara—There are some differences among villages in Wassalu. Every village has their own set of 

rules, but our ceremonies and customs are similar with both Bambara and Maninka. 

Lassa—[replaced Bambara with Maninka] It’s not the same, but even among the Bamanan it’s not 
the same. 
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9. A. How is land apportioned between the Maninka and Bambara? 

    Comment le partage de terre se fait-il entre les malinké et les bambara ? 

B. Who owns the land in this village? 

A qui appartient la terre de ce village? 

C. Since when? 

Depuis quand? 

D. Who owns the land of Bambara villages? 

    A qui appartient la terre des villages bambara? 

E. Since when? 

Depuis quand? 

Questions not applicable. 

10. What are the attitudes of the Bambara towards you? 

Quelle est l’attitude des bambara envers vous? 

Dankakɔrɔ—Maninka don’t know anything. Liars, jokers, deceivers. But these are said in both 
directions. 

Sɛkɛ Nafadji—NA. 
Balankomana—The Bambara are afraid of us, because they come from us. There is also “cousinage.” 
Manbila—The Bambara are afraid of us. They come from us. We’re afraid of them because they are 

more into fetishes then we. There are no quarrels between us. 
Kéla—Bambara fetishes come from us. We’re afraid of them, and they’re afraid of us. No big 

problems between us. 
Kéniéba—The Bambara are afraid of us. We know their fetishes. We can be afraid of them as well, 

but there are no ongoing quarrels between us. 
Kéniéba Couta—They say we’re peanut eaters and we say they eat “da.” There is “cousinage.” 

Kiniyɛlɛn—We live in perfect harmony with the Malinké. We live together in peace and amusement. 
Bounounko—No problem with the Maninka. 
Lontola—No problems with other groups. 
Gbalafara—[they didn’t like talking about this] No problems. They marry one another. The Peul are 

thin. The Maninka are not smart. There is “sinangoya” (cousinage) between Wassalonka, 
Bamanaka, and Maninka. 

Lassa—[replaced Bambara with Maninka] “Cousinage.” No conflict between us. 

 

11. A. What languages are used here for writing something? 

    Quelles langues sont utilisées ici pour écrire quelque chose? 

B. Where are literacy classes taught for these languages? 

    Où est-ce que l’on enseigne l’écriture de ces langues ? 

C. Where do the teaching materials come from? 

    Le matériel d’enseignement vient d’où ? 

D. Does it work? (Success? People satisfied?) 

    Est-ce que ça marche (Succès? Gens satisfaits?) 

Dankakɔrɔ—a. French & N’ko.  b. Taught at school. c. N’ko materials from Kankan. 
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d. Success?  French school—no, the kids don’t necessarily learn to read and write. N’ko has better 
success. 

Sɛkɛ Nafadji—a. French, then N’ko, then Arabic. b. Only French taught here. c. From school d. 
Success is good. 

Balankomana—a. French, Arabic, Bamanankan. b. French and Bambara in school. Arabic with 
private teachers. c. French and Bambara materials from government & community. Arabic from 
community. d. Satisfied. 

Manbila—a. Bambara, French, Arabic b. Bambara: centre, French: school, Arabic: private c. Bambara 
from NGO, French from school, Arabic from ourselves.  d. The three work well. 

Kéla—No answers (but see #3). 
Kéniéba—a. French, Bambara, English, Franco-Arab.  b. No answer. c. Government, Franco-Arab 

from parents. d. They don’t learn how to read. 
Kéniéba Couta—a. French. b. Community school to 6th grade. c. From village  d. Some success, but 

not good enough. 

Kiniyɛlɛn—We write Bambara and French. 
Bounounko—a. Bambara, French, Franco-Arab. b. French in school, N’ko school, Franco-Arab 

coranique, Bambara two months per year with the NGO “BORNEfonden.” 
Lontola—a. Bambara, French.  b. French in school, Bambara in dry season. c. Community d. 

Bambara school successful. 
Gbalafara—a. Bambara, French. b. Have own school to 6th grade, beginning with Bambara. 

BORNEfonden built it. 

Lassa—Bambara, French, N’ko. 

 

12. Are there people here who have learned to read N’ko? 
      Est-ce que il y a des gens d’ici qui ont appris à lire en n’ko? 

Dankakɔrɔ—Yes.  
Sɛkɛ Nafadji—Five people. 
Balankomana—One person. 
Manbila—No, it hasn’t arrived here yet. 
Kéniéba—Not yet, but about ready to start a project here. 
Kéniéba Couta—No. 

Lontola—N’ko not yet 
Gbalafara—no. 
Lassa—Yes. 
 

13. Where did the founders of this village come from? 

Vos ancêtres qui se sont installés dans ce village sont venus d’où ? 

Dankakɔrɔ—Mali and Kolonkala. Villages in this area tend to have ancestors from Mali. 
Sɛkɛ Nafadji—From Siby. 
Balankomana—Nougani. 
Manbila—From Kirikɔrɔné right by Siby. 
Kéniéba—From Sekɔrɔ and Degela (5kms from Kangaba). 
Kéniéba Couta—Labata. 

Kiniyɛlɛn—We came from Shakadugu (towards Ouéléssébougou) in March of 1974. 
Lontola—We’ve been here a long time. 
Gbalafara—Kɔfilacɛ (7 km east of here) before Samory. 

Lassa—Declined to answer. 
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Appendix D. Individual questionnaire 

From Eastern Maninkakan survey of February 2011 

QUESTIONNAIRE INDIVIDUEL [English, French, Malinké]  
Lee Hochstetler. SIL Bamako. Version: 7 fév 2011 

 
Enquêteur(s):________________________________________  Date: ___ février 2011 
Lieu de l’enquête: ___________________ Commune: __________________ 
 
Prénom:__________________ Nom:___________________  
M  /  F   Age: _______   15–35  36–? 
Niveau à l’école: ______ ou Ecole Coranique: _____ 
Années vécus ici: ______________ 
1ère langue de votre Père: ________________ De votre Mère: _______________ 
 
1a. What languages do you speak? 

Quelles langues parlez-vous?  
Alu ye kan ɲumannu ne fɔla? 

1b. Of those languages, which one do you like the most? Why? 
De ces langues, laquelle aimée-vous le plus? Pourquoi? 
Kan wolu dɔ ɲuman ne duman alu ɲɛ a bɛɛ di ? Mun na? 

1c. What is the importance of each of these other languages? 
Quel est l’importance de chacun de ces autres langues? 
Kan tɔ wolu kelen kelenna tɔnɔ ye mun di? 

2. What languages and stations do you listen to on the radio? 
Vous écoutez les émissions à la Radio en quelles langues et de quelle station?  
Alu ye radiokannu lamɛn na kan ɲumannu dɔ ani radiobon jonnu na? 

3. How can you tell if someone is Malinke or Bambara? 
Comment est-ce que vous discernez si qqn est malinké ou bambara? 
Alu ye a lɔnna di ko mɔɔ ye maninka le di wala bambaran? 

4. Do the Bambara have the same ceremonies and customs as you do? 
Est-ce que les Bambara ont tous les mêmes cérémonies et coutumes que vous? 
Yala alu maninkalu ni bambarannu la namunnu ni landalu ye kelen ne di ba? 

5. All languages change a little over time. What are the biggest influences/things/pressures that are 
influencing or pushing your language (Malinke) to change? 
Toutes langues changent un peu à travers le temps. Quels sont les plus grands 
influences/choses/pressions qui influencent ou poussent votre langue (le malinké) à changer ? 
Kannu bɛɛ ye yɛlɛmanna kabɛn waati le ma, mun ye alu la kan yɛlɛman na? 

6a. Do you think your grandchildren will continue speaking Malinke? 
Pensez-vous que vos petits-enfants (les enfants de vos enfants) vont continuer de parler le malinké?  
Alu lanɛn ala ko alu mamarennu di to alu la kannu fɔla ba? Mun na? 

6b. If they abandon the language, which will they speak? 
S’ils abandonnent la langue, laquelle parleront-ils? 
Ni alu ma to alu la kan fɔla, alu kɛtɔ kan ɲuman fɔla?  
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6c. Will that be good or bad? 
Est-ce que cela sera bon ou non? 
Wo ka ɲin baa wo ma ɲin? 

7. Do you speak Malinke like the elders think it should be spoken? 
Est-ce que vous parlez le malinké comme les vieux pensent qu’il devrait être parlé?  
Yala, alu ye maninka kan fɔla iko mɔɔbalu ye a jiila ɲamɛn ma ba?  

8. Is Malinke different enough from Bambara so that it should be written differently? Why? 
Est-ce que la langue malinké est autant différent du bamanankan qu’elle devrait être écrit 
différemment? Pourquoi? 
Alu ye alu la kolu sɛbɛla kan ɲuman dɔ? 

9. What languages are used here to write something? 
Quelles langues sont utilisées ici pour écrire quelque chose? 
<Missing question for Maninkakan> 

10a. Is it a good thing for youth to learn to speak Bambara? 
Est-ce que c’est une bonne chose pour les jeunes d’apprendre à parler le bambara? 
Ni denmisɛnnu ka bambarakan karan wo ye ko ɲuma le di ba?  

10b. Also to read and write it? 
Aussi à le lire et l’écrire? 
Ka a sɛbɛ, Ka a karan?  

10c. Would you like to learn how to read and write Bambara? 
Aimeriez-vous apprendre à lire et écrire le bambara? 
A duman alu ɲɛ ka se bambaran karan na, ani ka a sɛbɛ?  
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1 Appendix E.  Results from individual questionnaires              

2 From Eastern Maninkakan Survey of February 2011             

3 

m/f=sex 
#=age 
s=school 
k=coranic 
#=yrs 

M=Maninkak
an 
B=Bamanank
an Fr=French 
En=English 
Sp=Spanish 
Ar=Arabic 

lg=language  
bc=because 

NR=no 
response 
bc=becaus
e 
Dr=doctor 
dir=direct
or 

Sg=Siguiri  diff= 
different 

     chg=change      

4 
            Qu 
#      ID 1a-Lgs speak 1b-lg like 

1c-lg 
importance 2-radio 3-discern 4-cer&cust 5-lg change 

6a-
grChildrn 

6b-
abandon 

6c 
good? 

7-talk 
correctly 

8-write 
differently 

9-here 
writ 

10a-good 
learn speak 
B 

10b-good 
read & 
write 

10c-me learn 
read & write 
B 

11-not 
asked 

5 Dankakoro 

6 m38s0 M M NR M-milo Sg how talk same none will change no  yes no, but dif M yes NR yes  
7 m59s0 M M NR M-milo Sg how talk same none yes no  no no, small chg French yes yes NR  
8 f35s7 M M NR M-Sg how talk diff none yes NR  yes yes, diff Nko, Fr yes no yes  
9 f13s6 M M NR M-milo Sg face & lg diff none yes no  yes no M, Fr yes yes yes  

10 m29s0 M M NR 
M-milo Sg, Fr-
RTG how talk same none yes no  yes yes, same way Nko, FR yes yes yes  

11 m48s0 M M NR M-Djéliba how talk 
some 
same/diff none yes NR  yes NR Nko, FR yes no no  

12 m43s0 M M NR M, Fr how talk diff none yes NR  yes 
no, diff 
ponct/accents Nko, FR no no yes  

13 f15s0 M M NR 
M, F-Djéliba, 
M-milo how talk diff none 

yes, some 
no 

B & 
Sousou  yes NR French no no no  

14 f14s8 M M NR 
M,F-Rurale, 
M,F-milo how talk diff none yes no  yes no, diff M, FR no NR yes  

15 f30s0 M, B B bc I know it NR 
M-Djéliba, M-
milo how talk diff none yes no  yes NR M no no no  

16 Sɛkɛ Nafadji 

17 f26s0 M M NR 
M-Sg, M-
Baladou 

face, 
behavior, 
how talk diff none yes no  yes yes, diff M NR NR no  

18 f35s0 M M NR 
M-Sg, M-
Baladou how talk diff none yes no  yes no, diff M no no no  

19 f25k1 M M NR M-Sg, M-Mali how talk diff none yes no  yes no, diff M no no no  

20 f28s0 M M NR 
M-Sg, B-
Bamako how talk diff none yes no  yes no, diff M no no no  

21 f18s3 M M NR 

M-Sg, B-
Baladou 
(Mali) how talk 

some 
same/diff none yes no  yes 

yes, same 
manner but 
spk diff M no no no  

22 m29s0 M M NR M-Sg, M-Mali how talk diff youth travels yes no  yes 
yes, write same 
way 

Fr, Nko, 
Ar no no no  

23 m22s0 M Fr for my job NR 
Fr-BBC, Fr-
RFI, En-BBC how talk 

don’t 
know none yes no  yes don’t know Fr no no no  

24 m38k? M M NR M-Sg, M-Mali how talk diff none yes no  yes no, diff 
Nko, 
Baliku no 

yes, my 
Bible 

Yes, bc no 
Bible in M  
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25 m28s13 M, Fr, Sousou M 
helps 
travel 

M-Sg, M-Mali, 
Fr-BBC, En-
BBC how talk 

don’t 
know none yes no  yes no, diff Fr, Nko no no no  

26 m12s7 M M 
Fr for 
school none NR diff none yes no  no no, diff Fr no no no  

27 Balankomana 

28 f12s5k1 M M NR 
M-Kéniéba, M-
Naréna how talk diff none yes no  yes no, diff M yes yes yes  

29 f14s3k1 M 
Ar-how 
spoken 

Ar is 
important 

M-Kéniéba, M-
Naréna how talk diff none yes no  yes no, diff M 

some 
yes/no no no  

30 f15s9k1 M, Fr, En M 
good to 
know 

M-Kéniéba, M-
Naréna how talk diff none yes no  yes 

yes, write 
same way M yes yes yes  

31 f18s0 M M NR M-Kéniéba how talk diff none yes no  yes no, diff M 
no, except 
travelers no no  

32 f19s10 M, Fr, Sp M I like them B-Kéniéba how talk diff none yes no  yes 
yes, write 
same way B no yes yes  

33 m18s9 M, Fr M 
learn other 
things M-Kéniéba 

how talk & 
do diff none yes no  no yes Fr yes yes no  

34 m22s12 M, Fr M 
communica
te better 

M-Kéniéba, M-
Naréna 

how talk & 
appearance diff 

bc 
modernizatio
n no some 

not  
good no 

yes, write 
same way Fr yes yes 

no, but I 
speak it  

35 m22s10 M, Fr Nko 
learn other 
things 

M-Kéniéba, M-
ORTM how talk diff none yes no  yes 

no, write 
same way M no no no  

36 m42s0 M M NR 

M-Kéniéba, M-
ORTM, M-
Naréna, M-
Kourémalé how talk 

don’t 
know 

those who 
travel yes no  yes 

yes, write 
same way B no yes yes  

37 m17s10 M 
Ar for my 
relgion NR 

M-Kéniéba, M-
ORTM how talk diff none yes no  yes no, diff Fr no no no  

38 Manbila 

39 f14s0 M M NR M-Kéniéba 
by family 
name diff none yes no  yes no, diff M no no no  

40 f20s5 B B NR B-Kéniéba how talk diff yes no yes no NR no, diff M yes yes 
I'm learning 
B  

41 f15s6 M M NR M-Kéniéba 
by family 
name diff none yes no  yes no, diff M no no no  

42 f17s0 M M NR M-Kéniéba how talk diff none yes no  yes no, diff M yes yes yes  

43 f14s7 Fr, En, M 

Fr bc 
understand 
easily 

become Dr 
or school 
dir M-Kéniéba how talk similar none yes no  yes no, diff Fr yes yes no  

44 m38s4 M M NR M-Kéniéba how talk diff none yes no  yes no, diff M yes yes no  

45 m23sUniv M, B, Fr, En Fr 

communica
tion & 
research 

M-Kéniéba, 
Fr-RFI how talk 

same cust, 
diff cerem 

some from lg 
contact 

some 
change no  no 

yes, write 
same, but spk 
diff M,Fr yes yes 

no,I know B 
already  

46 m23sUniv M, Fr, En M 

Fr-official 
lg, En-
world lg 

Fr-RFI, M-
Kéniéba how talk 

same cust, 
diff cerem 

yes, due to 
emmigration yes B no yes yes Fr  yes no no  
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47 m18s4 M M NR 

M-Kéniéba, M-
Baya, M-
Selinge how talk diff none yes no  yes 

yes, write same 
way Fr yes yes yes  

48 m18s10 M, Fr Fr 

communica
tes in the 
modern 
world 

M-Kéniéba, M-
Naréna how talk diff none yes no  yes no, write diff Fr no no no  

49 Kéniéba 

50 f15s8 B, Fr 
B bc lg of 
mom & dad 

bc I study 
in Fr B-Kéniéba 

by their 
appearance 

don’t 
know 

from those 
who travel yes yes no yes don't know B yes yes no  

51 f19s8 M M NR M-Kéniéba how talk diff none yes no  yes diff Fr no no no  
52 f18s6 M M NR M-Kéniéba how talk diff none yes no  yes no M yes yes no  
53 f28s1k2 M M NR M-Kéniéba how talk diff none yes no  yes no B yes yes no  

54 f40s0 M M NR 
M-Kéniéba, 
All-ORTM 

clothes & 
how talk diff 

bc Fr taught, 
youth travel, 
mindset no yes no no diff Fr, B no yes yes  

55 m35k7 M, Ar M 
Ar for my 
religion M-Kéniéba how talk diff 

some bc 
French is 
taught mixed yes no no no, diff Fr yes yes no  

56 m40s6 M, Fr, Soninke M 
facilitate 
business 

M-Kéniéba, 
Peul-Kéniéba how talk diff none yes no  yes no, diff M yes yes no  

57 m52s8 M, Fr M 

Fr is 
colonizer 
lg 

M-Kéniéba, 
Learn Nko-
Kéniéba, All-
ORTM  NR same none yes no  yes 

M is not 
written Fr, B 

no, except 
at school yes 

yes, I'm 
learning  

58 m40s0 M M NR M-Kéniéba how talk NR 
Guinea 
influences yes no  yes 

yes, write 
same, but spk 
diff B, Fr 

yes, at 
school yes no  

59 m37s3 M M NR 

M-Kéniéba, 
Learn Nko-
Kéniéba how talk 

some 
same/diff none yes no  yes don't know Fr no no yes  

60 Lontola 

61 f60s3k2 Bambarakan Bambarakan NR 
B-Wasolon, B-
Fouta 

no maninka 
here 

don't 
know the 
others 

only those 
who've done 
school yes no  yes no, diff B no no no  

62 f39s0 Bambarakan Bambarakan NR B-Wasolon NR no, diff none yes no  yes no, diff B yes yes no  

63 f60s5 Bambarakan Bambarakan NR B-Wasolon NR diff none yes no  yes yes, diff B yes yes 

yes, I'm 
learning a 
little  

64 f43s0 Bambarakan Bambarakan NR 

B-Wasolon, 
Wasalonkakan
-Wasolon how talk diff none yes no  yes yes B, Fr yes yes yes  

65 f56s0 Bamanankan Bamanankan NR B-Wasolon how talk 
completely 
diff none yes no  yes no B yes yes no  

66 m49s0 Bamanankan Bamanankan NR B-Wasolon how talk same none yes no  yes 
yes, written 
same way B,  yes yes no  

67 m33s0 Bamanankan Bamanankan NR B-Wasolon NR same none yes no  yes 
yes, can write 
same way fr yes yes yes  
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68 m37s0 Bamanankan Bamanankan NR none how talk diff none yes no  yes no, diff B yes yes 
learned but 
discontinued  

69 m38s0 Bamanankan Bamanankan NR 
B-Wasolon, B-
ORTM how talk diff none yes no  yes no, diff B yes yes yes  

70 m38s0 Bamanankan Bamanankan NR 
B-Mali, B-
Wasolon how talk diff none yes no  yes 

yes could write 
same way B yes yes yes  

71 Gbalafara 

72 m45s0 Bamanankan Bamanankan NR B-Wasolon how talk diff none yes no  yes 
yes, write same 
way B yes yes no  

73 m40k4 Bamanankan Bamanankan NR 
B-ORTM, B-
Wasolon how talk 

some 
same/diff none yes no  yes 

NR bc I can't 
write Fr 

no bc they 
already 
know it yes no  

74 f45s0 Bamanankan Bamanankan NR W-Wasolon how talk diff none yes no  yes 

don't know bc 
I'm not 
educated B yes yes no  

75 m46k5 Wasolonkan Wasolonkan NR 
W-Wasolon, 
W-Fouta how talk diff none yes no  yes no, diff W yes yes no  

76 f37s0 Bambarakan Bambarakan NR 
Bambarakan-
Wasolon how talk 

they are 
close none yes no  yes no, diff 

Bambara
kan  yes no  

77 f34s0 Bambarakan Fr 
I like those 
who spk Fr 

Fr-Wasolon, 
Bambarakan-
Wasolon how talk same none yes no  yes 

yes, it's the 
same thing 

Bambara
kan yes yes no  

78 m17s0 Bamanankan Bamanankan NR 
B-Wasolon, B-
Fouta how talk diff none yes no  yes no, diff Fr yes yes no  

79 m29s0 Bamanankan Fr 

I like how 
Fr is 
spoken B-Wasolon how talk diff none yes no  yes NR B 

no, they are 
diff yes no  

80 f21s12 Bamanankan Bamanankan NR 
B-Wasolon, B-
Fouta how talk diff 

yes, due to 
changing 
times yes no  yes NR Fr yes yes yes  

81 f13s6 Bamanankan Fr 

I like how 
Fr is 
spoken 

B-Wasolon, B-
Fouta how talk diff none yes no  yes no, diff B yes yes yes  

82 Kéniéba Couta 

83 m40s0 M M NR M-ORTM how talk diff none yes no  yes no, diff M no no 
no, I speak 
Maninkakan  

84 m32s0 M M NR none how talk diff none yes no  yes 
yes, can write 
same way M, Fr no yes no  

85 m30s0 M M NR M-ORTM how talk 
don't 
know none yes no  yes no, diff M no no no  

                   
                   

86 m40s5 M M NR 
M-Kéniéba, M-
ORTM how talk 

some 
same/diff none yes no  yes no, diff M no no no  

87 m33s8 

M, En, 
Soussou, 
Koniya M 

facilitates 
communica
tion 

B-ORTM, Fr-
RFI how talk diff none yes no  yes no, diff Fr no no 

yes, I used to 
study B  

88 f45s0 M M NR M-ORTM how talk diff none yes no  no, small no, diff Fr no no no  
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89 f15s0 M M NR M-ORTM how talk diff none yes no  yes no, diff M no no no  

90 f15s0 M Laguinéekan 
like how 
they talk none how talk diff none yes no  yes don't know M no no no  

91 f12s0 M M NR M-ORTM how talk diff none yes no  yes no, diff M NR no no  
92 f15s0 M M NR M-ORTM how talk diff none yes no  yes no, diff M no no no  

93 No qustnrs at Kela & Bounounko 
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Appendix F:  Results from the Kankan sentence repetition test 
 

From Eastern Maninkakan Survey of February 2011 

                  

Score-Level Key Level 1 1+ 2 2+ 3 3+ 4 4+ 5 

Score 0-2 3-7 8-12 13-18 19-23 24-28 29-33 34-36 37-45 

Dankakoro (Siguiri) 9/2/2011 

birthplace of 

participant 

Average Score 29.6 

participant sex age  education of father of mother 

lived 

here 

since 

lived 

elsewhere how long points level Average Level 4 

1 (stutters) M 51 --- Dankakoro Dankakoro Dankakoro birth RCI 1 yr 19 3 % Std Dev 18 

2 M 31 N’ko Dankakoro Dankakoro Bougouroun birth Mali/Kankan 1 mo 40 5 

3 F 38 9th Siguiri Siguiri Siguiri 18 yr 

Nzérékoré / 

Kissidougou 

5 yr / 5 

mo 21 3 

A high standard deviation would suggest 

bilingualism yet with an overall high 

proficiency (and hence probably high 

comprehension) in the Maninka of Kankan.  

Since over half the participants did as well 

as a native speaker I would think this village 

could use the literature from Kankan. 

4 F 13 6th Dankakoro Dankakoro 

Tibiri / 

Siguiri 13 yr     23 3 

5 M 29 --- Dankakoro Dankakoro Dankakoro birth 

Senegal / 

Mali 

3 yr / 2 

yr 32 4 

6 M 48 --- Dankakoro Dankakoro 

Djadaladou / 

Siguiri birth     35 4+ 

7 M 43 --- Dankakoro Koro / Mali Dankakoro birth Mali / RCI 

Each eve 

/ 8 mo 29 4 

8 F 15 --- 

Djomabana / 

Siguiri Djomabana 

Tibiri / 

Siguiri 3 yr 

Senko / 

Beyla childhood 21 3 

9 F 14 8th Dankakoro Djomabana Dankakoro 12 yr Conakry 2 yr 38 5 

10 F 30 --- Dankakoro Dankakoro 

Bebe Kodo / 

Siguiri birth     38 5 
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Sεkε Nafadji (Siguiri 10/2/2011) 

birthplace of 

participant 

Average Score 27.3 

participant sex age  education of father of mother 

lived 

here 

since 

lived 

elsewhere how long points level Average Level 3+ 

1 F 26 --- Abidjan Toyin Oulen 

Faranah / 

Sεkε Nafadji 15 yr     28 3+ % Std Dev 13 

2 F 35 --- 

Ouroula 

Koda 

Ouroula 

Koda Tonfara 15 yr     36 4+ 

3 F 25 1 coran 

Soulou 

Kounεn 

Soulou 

Kounεn Kounkoun 21 yr     21 3 

A bit lower standard deviation yet still 

probably adequately high enough 

proficiency overall to use the literature from 

Kankan.  50% rated a level 4 or higher.  

Everyone rated at least a level 3 or higher. If 

in use the literature proves to be difficult 

then another option should be considered.   

4 F 28 --- Dabola Dabola Sεrεndε 

10 yr 

+     30 4 

5 F 18 3th Bamako Kita 

Miyada / 

Siguiri 2 yr Bamako 8 yr 22 3 

6 M 29 --- Sεkε Nafadji 

Soumara 

Kolen Kolita / Sεkε birth Bamako visit 34 4+ 

7 M 22 --- Sεkε Nafadji Sεkε Nafadji 

Soumara 

Kolen 10 yr 

Kankan / 

Conakry 

5 yr / 4 

yr 22 3 

8 M 38 

N’ko et 

Baliku Sεkε Nafadji Sεkε Nafadji Kolita birth 

Mali / 

Macenta 13 yr 30 4 

9 M 28 12th Sεkε Nafadji Sεkε Nafadji 

Tinko / Sεkε 

Nafadji 1 yr Conakry 18 yr 30 4 

10 M 12 9th Banankoro Fodemoriya Sanola 6 yr Banankoro 6 yr 20 3 
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Balankomana (11/2/2011) 

birthplace of 

participant 

Average Score 24 

participant sex age  education of father of mother 

lived 

here 

since 

lived 

elsewhere how long points level Average Level 3+ 

1 F 12 5th 

Balan 

Komana 

Balan 

Komana 

Balan 

Komana birth     18 2 % Std Dev 9 

2 F 14 3th 

Serefara / 

Balan 

Komana 

Balan 

Komana Serefara birth     20 3 

Even lower standard deviation suggesting 

much more even level of comprehension of 

the Kankan dialect.  This area is a bit more 

marginal than Sɛkɛ Nafadji as only 20% 

rated a level 4 or higher. If another option 

that they understand better were available, 

certainly they should use it.  Use of the 

Kankan dialect would be marginal. 

3 F 15 9th Narena 

Balan 

Komana Koumakara birth Bamako 3 mo 23 3 

4 F 18 --- 

Balan 

Komana 

Balan 

Komana 

Balan 

Komana 16 yr Bamako 1 yr 23 3 

5 F 19 10th Kita 

Bokoto / 

Kita Senegal 3 yr 

Bamako / 

Senegal 

7 yr / 3 

yr 27 3+ 

6 M 18 9th RCI 

Balan 

Komana 

Balan 

Komana   RCI 

Raised 

there 19 3 

7 M 22 2nd 

Balan 

Komana 

Balan 

Komana 

Balan 

Komana 18 yr Bamako 4 yr 30 4 

8 M 22 10th 

Balan 

Komana Karan Kenieba birth     29 4 

9 M 42 --- 

Balan 

Komana 

Balan 

Komana 

Balan 

Komana birth     27 3+ 

10 M 17 10th 

Balan 

Komana 

Balan 

Komana Karan birth Bamako 2 mo 24 3+ 
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Manbila (11/2/2011) 

birthplace of 

participant 

Average Score 23.2 

participant sex age  education of father of mother 

lived 

here 

since 

lived 

elsewhere how long points level Average Level 3 

1 F 14 --- Manbila Manbila Manbila birth     18 2+ % Std Dev 17 

2 F 20 5th Manbila Manbila Gnoumala birth     28 3+ A high standard deviation suggesting 

bilingual proficiency.  Only 20% rated a 

level 4 or higher while 30% rated less than a 

level three.  This area probably should use a 

literature they understand better than the 

one from Kankan.  If the Kankan literature is 

used, it would need clear face to face 

explanation and interpretation.  

3 F 15 6th Manbila Manbila Manbila birth     13 2+ 

4 F 17 --- Manbila Manbila Manbila 8 yr Bamako 9 yr 10 2 

5 F 14 7th Manbila Manbila Myra Koloma birth     24 3+ 

6 M 38 4th Manbila Manbila 

Bananin Kodo 

/ Guinée 36 yr Gambi 2 yr 27 3+ 

7 M 23 2nd Narena Gnoumala Gbolo 13 yr Bamako 8 yr 26 3+ 

8 M 23 2nd Manbila Manbila Selofara 19 yr Bamako 4 yr 34 4+ 

9 M 18 12th Kouremale Manbila Kankoumadila birth     22 3 

10 M 21 --- Manbila Manbila Masakoloma 21 yr 

Tondo / 

Guinée 6 mo 30 4 

Kéla 

(12/2/2011) 

birthplace of 

participant 

Average Score 17.9 

participant sex age  education of father of mother 

lived 

here 

since 

lived 

elsewhere how long points level Average Level 2+ 

1 F 23 9th Kela Kela Faraba birth Bamako 3 mo 13 2+ % Std Dev 7 

2 M 24 5th Kela Karan Dinguiraye 22 yr Siguiri 2 yr 20 3 

3 F 18 5th Kela Kela Kela 15 yr Bamako 3 yr 16 2+ The low standard deviation and low overall 

proficiency suggests that the Kankan 

literature really would not work well here.  4 M 22 

2nd 

univ RCI Kela Selefou 15 yr Bamako 7 yr 17 2+ 

5 F 22 4th Kela Kela Kela 21 yr Bamako 1 yr 17 2+ 

6 M 36 6 coran Kela Kela Bankoumana 28 yr Bamako 8 yr 23 3 
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7 F 18 5th Kela Kela 

Kourouba / 

Selenke 13 yr Bamako 5 yr 14 2+ 

8 M 30 Baliku Kela Kela Kela 30 yr Bamako 1 mo 19 3 

9 F 19 8th Kela Kela Kela 19 yr Bamako 3 mo 21 3 

10 M 19 6th Kela Kela Kela 18 yr Bamako 1 yr 19 3 

               

               

Kenieba (13/2/2011) 

birthplace of 

participant 

Average Score 20.6 

participant sex age  education of father of mother 

lived 

here 

since 

lived 

elsewhere how long points level Average Level 3 

1 F 15 8th Nokani Nokani Kenieba birth     26 3+ % Std Dev 14 

2 F 12 8th Kenieba Manalu Danka 8 yr Kourmale 4 yr 25 3+ 

3 F 18 6th Kenieba Kangaba Kourouba 18 yr Bamako 4 mo 10 2 Only 10% rated a level 4 or higher while 

40% rated less than a level 3 proficiency. 

This area would be marginal in their use of 

the Kankan literature.  They may be able to 

use the literature, depending on their level 

of motivation to do so. I would recommend 

they use a different literature that they 

understand better.  

4 F 28 1 yr Kenieba Kenieba Kangaba 27 yr Siguiri 1 yr 24 3+ 

5 F 40 --- Sibi Sibi Sibi 4 yr 

Tengerela 

(RCI) 3 yr 29 4 

6 M 35 7 coran 

Bankoumana 

/ Sibi 

Balandougou 

(RG) 

Dankasa / 

Kati 7 yr 

Kaye / 

Bamako 1 yr 18 2+ 

7 M 40 6th Kenieba Kenieba Kenieba 39 yr Kaye 1 yr 19 3 

8 M 52 8th Kenieba Kenieba Karan 15 yr RCI 15 yr 15 2+ 

9 M 40 --- Kenieba Kenieba   birth     26 3+ 

10 M 45 3th Kenieba Kenieba Nyamin 27 yr 

RCI / 

Senegal 

2 yr / 16 

mo 14 2+ 
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Bounounko (15/2/2011) 

birthplace of 

participant 

Average Score 13.9 

participant sex age  education of father of mother 

lived 

here 

since 

lived 

elsewhere how long points level Average Level 2+ 

1 M 26 --- Bounounko Bounounko Morifinna 2 yr Libya 2 yr 7 1+ % Std Dev 12 

2 M 28 --- Bamako Bounounko Bounounko 24 yr RCI 4 yr 17 2+ 

3 M 47 6th Bounounko Bounounko Bounounko 22 yr RCI 5 mo 20 3 The low standard deviation and low overall 

proficiency suggests that the Kankan 

literature really would not work here.  

4 F 30 --- Bounounko Bounounko Morifinna 1 yr RCI 10 yr 11 2 

5 F 21 --- Bounounko Bounounko Bounounko 1 yr Bamako 3 yr 11 2 

6 F 12 6th Bounounko Barila Bounounko 10 yr Bamako 2 yr 6 1+ 

7 F 19 6th Bounounko Bounounko Lontola 19 yr Bamako 3 mo 20 3 

8 F 12 6th Bounounko Bounounko Morifinna 19 yr 

Bamako / 

RCI 

1 yr / 3 

mo 21 3 

9 M 30 --- Bounounko Bounounko Sosodala 6 yr Abidjan 3 yr 14 2+ 

10 M 28 --- Bounounko Bounounko Balafara 2 yr RCI 3 yr 12 2 

               

               

Lontola (16/2/2011) 

birthplace of 

participant 

Average Score 15.6 

participant sex age  education of father of mother 

lived 

here 

since 

lived 

elsewhere how long points level Average Level 2+ 

1 F 60 literate Tabako Tabako Koninba 20 yr RCI 7 yr 13 2+ % Std Dev 10 

2 F 39 --- Tabako Tabako Tabako birth     18 2+ Excluding 8 & 9 

3 F 60 --- Kouroula Kouroula Kouroula 45 yr RCI 2 yr 16 2+ Ave Score 16.5 

4 F 43 6th Banamerila Senegal Bagadou 43 yr Senegal 4 mo 15 2+ Ave Level 2+ 

5 F 56 --- Morifinna Morifinna Kinienin birth     16 2+ % Std Dev 7 

6 M 49 --- Lontola Lontola Keoulanna 22 yr  RCI 2 yr 13 2+ The low standard deviation 

and low overall proficiency 7 M 33 --- Lontola Lontola Wassada 30 yr RCI / 1 yr / 2 22 3 
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Bamako yr suggests that the Kankan 

literature really would not 

work here. Even with 

participants 8 and 9 removed 

the overall level of 

proficiency is still only 2+. 

8 M 26 Univ Sikasso Yoroso Yorosso 11 yr Burkina Faso 10 yr 18 2+ Senufo 

9 M 43 --- Abidjan Koutiala Koutiala 1 yr Bamako 3 yr 4 1+ Bamana 

10 M 37 --- Lontola Lontola Yoroboukoula 37 yr Bamako 4 mo 14 2+ 

11 M 38 --- Lontola Lontola Lontola 20 yr RCI 8 yr 17 2+ 

12 M 38 --- Lontola Lontola Keoulanna 26 yr Morocco 2 yr 21 3 

                        

              

              

Gbalafara (17/2/2011) 

birthplace of 

participant 

Average 

Score 14.9 

participant sex age  education of father of mother 

lived 

here 

since 

lived 

elsewhere how long points level 

Average 

Level 2+ 

1 M 45 --- Gbalafara Gbalafara Gbenso 40 yr Bamako 5 yr 15 2+ % Std Dev 13 

2 M 40 --- RCI Gbalafara Balennakura 30 yr Abidjan 1 mo 15 2+ 

3 F 45 --- Sino Sino Sino 40 yr Bamako 10 mo 3 1+ The low standard deviation and low overall 

proficiency suggests that the Kankan 

literature really would not work here. 

4 M 46 --- Gbalafara Gbalafara Djalafara 43 yr RCI 3 yr 25 3+ 

5 F 37 --- Minignan Moribala Bambala 15 yr Bamako 3 yr 15 2+ 

6 F 34 --- Moribala Moribala Maugadjanna 24 yr Bamako 2 yr 20 3 

7 M 17 --- Gbalafara Gbalafara Gbalafara birth     10 2 

8 M 29 --- Gbalafara Gbalafara Sindou 4 yr Bamako 3 mo 12 2 

9 F 21 13th Nousamouna Nousamouna Nousamouna 5 mo  Yanfolila 7 yr 18 2+ Says Nousmouna is a neighboring village 

10 F 13 6th Gbalafara Gbalafara Moribala 13 yr Bamako 3 mo 16 2+ 
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Kenieba Couta (18/2/2011) 

birthplace of 

participant 

Average Score 19.6 

participant sex age  education of father of mother 

lived 

here 

since 

lived 

elsewhere how long points level Average Level 3 

1 M 40 --- Djelila Kenieba Kenieba birth Bamako 2 yr 13 2+ % Std Dev 11 

2 M 32 --- Kenieba Kenieba 

Tonbalan 

(RG) 11 yr Labata 1 mo 20 3 

0% rated at a level 4 or higher while 50% 

rated lower than a level 3.  The overall 

proficiency would suggest they would be 

marginal in the use of the Kankan literature. 

Due to the high percentage of low 

proficiency I would recommend that this 

area use a literature that they understand 

better than the Kankan dialect.  

3 M 30 --- Kenieba Kenieba Bamako 3 yr Algerie 2 mo 15 2+ 

4 M 40 5th Kenieba Kenieba Labata 33 yr 

Bamako / 

Kaye 

1 mo / 7 

yr 16 2+ 

5 M 33 8th 

Kerouane 

(RG) Kenieba Damaro (RG) 15 yr Liberia 3 yr 20 3 

6 F 45 --- Sebekoro Momondo 

Bananin Kodo 

/ Guinée 20 yr Bamako 10 yr 26 3+ 

7 F 15 --- Kenieba Kenieba Kenieba birth Sanama 2 jours 16 2+ 

8 F 15 --- Kenieba Kenieba Makanjanna 14 yr Bamako 1 yr 18 2+ 

9 F 12 --- Kenieba Kenieba Kenieba birth     26 3+ 

10 F 15 --- Kenieba Kenieba Myra Koloma 14 yr Bamako 1 yr 26 3+ 
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